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The Migrant Research Project of the Manpower
Evaluation arta Development Institute was fuaded by the
Office of Economic. Opportunity in 1968 under two
grants. One, from the Office of Emergency Food and
Medical Services Was to provide emergency food and
medical services to needy migrants. The other, funded by
the Office of Demonstration and Research, was to
determine whether migrant agricultural and seasonal
faraiworkers were discriminated against by public
agencies delivering services to the poor. If they were,
we were to determine the extent and nature of that
discrimination, and to propose and effect solutions which
would serve to correct the problems of hunger and
malnutrition among migrants. A small amount of money
for legal advocacy was available.

Therefore, the project saw as its mandate, a three-
fold purpose:

a) to provide Emergency Food and Medical Services
funds to needy migrants.

b) to accumulate and document facts which estab-
lish the existence of practices and attitudes
which exclude migrants from adequate participa-
tion In federal food and other relevant programs.

o) to provide technical assistance to migrant groups
and to government agencies In an effort to im-
prove the provision of needed service to migrants.

Methods were selected to gather current and unbiased
information seeking to determine whether migrants
generally are excluded from participation in federal
programs established to assist other American citizens.

The result of the scope and approach of this project
has provided, what we believe, is valuable information
and insight into the nature of the problem of the mi-
grant worker. In view of this, the purpose of this report
is not, in all instances, to provide clear reasons for e,..e
necessity of legal remedies to the plight of the migrant;
but rather through the composite of information, provide
a framework for further discussion and investigation of
the many issues which cloud the lives of those who labor
in the fields of this Nation. We acknowledge the immense
complexity of the issues and problems here raised. We
also acknowledge the need for all citizens to find
solutions to the social and economic Ills that plague the
lives of those affected by migrancy. It is hoped this
report may serve as a tool to tore clearly define the
problem and point to solutions.

METHODOLOGY
The Migrant Rematch Project was funded as a

nstional program with a partial mandate to fulfill emce-
gency requests for food when there was no alternate
solution. Therefore, it was necessary to so structure
the agency to cope with the life pattern of the migrant
and the vocation he pursues. Secondly, It was necessary
to collect information from and about the public agencies
responsible for implementing programs from which he
was to benefit, at the federal, state, and kcal level.

This double duty made it necessary to develop a
distribution system by which the agency could have

INTRODUCTION
both a strong and informed base for information and
advocacy and maintain available field contacts with
migrants. The migrants and their representative organ-
izations, e.g. indigencus groups and Office of Economic
Opportunity, Title III-B grantees were to distribute
funds, respond to the need for local advocacy, and to
gather data. Consequently, the agency developed a
methodology of funding sub-coetractecs, hereinafter
referred to as "grantees." Thirty-two such grantees
were funded by The Migrant Research Project to handle
emergency food money and, with the assistance of the
Migrant Research Project staff, gather data to be used
as the basis of this report. Two other grantees were
funded for riecial projects; one medical, the other tech-
nical assistance to a producers' cooperative. In addition,
a study was made of official state welfare plans and food
plans to determine whether or not they contained suffi-
cient flexibility to meet the emergency needs of migrants,
and whether the state and local officials were using this
flexibility to the best advantage of hungry migrants.
In coNunction with this, the Migre. k Research Project
staff studied the federal laws gulations pertain-
fag to these programs to determine the amount of flexi-
bility possible at the state and county level to administer
to the needs of migrants.

Laws pertaining to employment conditions which di-
rectly contribute to hunger problems of migrant workers
were studitd to determine the extent to which migrant
workers were protected by these laws, and whether the
laws were implemented. These included the Employment
Security Act, the Crew Leader Registration Act, and
the Fair Labor Standards Act. Other laws, such as the
Workmen's Compensation Acta of several states, were
studied to determine the exclusionary practices of such
laws as far as agricultural workers are concerned.

Field data was collected in three ways: 11 Personal
interviews with migrants by Migrant Research Project
staff or delegate agency staff, 2) Questionnaires, come-
spondence, or si.ecial projects with state public agencies
andror grantee.; and 3) Special projects or conferences
with federal agencies or congreasional leaders.

It was clear from the beginning that providing food
services to needy migrants in emergency situations
offered a potential for information gathering that could
be important in determining the cause of the poverty
of migrants. Thus, the Migrant Research Project in so
expanding and developing this potential has demon-
tinkled the ability to to effective as a catalyst agency
and as a coordinator while successfully aiding migrants
to seek and secure needed food services.

The information and data gathered by The Migrant
hese.arch Project is large in volume. While no dates es
made to present these facts as detailed in-depth research,
enough documentatiees exists to present the broad
pattern of problems that migrant workers face in erefir--
Mete. Consequently, on the basis of the data collected,
it is possible to make recommendation that certain



changes must take place in the legislative process as it
affects migrants, and in the enforceme'tt of laws to alter
the economic and social pattern of their lives. The
statistics presented are based on a sampling of migrants
who, by reason of an emergency, requested food assist-
ance, and who, in many cases, were served in a pressed
time situation. The results, therefore, are subject to
errors of response and reporting as well as being subject
to sampling variability.

The total number of migrants served by the Migrant
Research Project, reflected in this report, was 3,078
families. This represeLts 20,949 individuals fed for a

11)People daysIndivklvoN fed X days fed.

total of 192,007 people days,' or an average of 9 days
per person. Cost per person averaged 53 cents per day.
The assistance was given in 18 states, 5 home base
states and 11 stream states. The time during which the
assistance was granted was from December 1988 through
September 1989-10 months.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

The demographic characteristics of the group are re-
flected In the following tables. Please note the tables do
not include total figures from Colorado, Michigan,
Missouri, northern Utah, Indiana or California. Sub -
mission of material from these grantees was received .
too late for tabulotion or it was in an incomplete state.

TABLE I
Annual Family Income

Over $3000 $2500-0000 $1500,00 Belot ting
751 2720308 292

18%1 67%

TABLE H
Ages of Family Members

0- 6 -15 16 -21 -44 45 -64 654- Tot,81.401011asory
4440 731? 2910 I 39?? 1803 491 10,949

% 21% 35% 14% 19$ 10% 2% 101%

It is interesting to note more than one-half of the individuals fed
through the Migrant Researoh Projeot program were ohildren under
the age of 13 years.

TABLE 1.1
Family Site

It



SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Migrant Research Project, over the put year, has
documented and disseminated facts regarding those
practices which exclude migrants from adequate partici-
pation in federal food and other relevant programs. The
major conclusion from this study is that migrant
workers are administratively kept from such participa-
tion by exclusionary clauses In federal and state labor,
social, and other protective legislation.

Special Provisions Needed
Insistence of government, at all levels, that proper

implementation of legislation must be developed to the
advantage of the majority of its voting citizens insures
that the "voiceless" migrant will have little considera-
tion In the passage of such laws. Further, regulatory
agencies charged with administration of such programs
are equally as zealous in the guidelines they develop to
assure careful "implementation of the act' in accord-
ance with the "intent of Congress." Narrow interpreta-
tion and bureaucratic red tape Is a major result.

Governmental agencies implementing labor, welfare,
and other programs must be accountable for following
the statutes that created these agencies. They must
develop fair and equitable rules and proceduPea to carry
out the intent of the law. They must also poaide fair
procedures to persons seeking redress from the gooey.

Careful analysis of the problems of migrancy both
(o the workers and to those communities who utilize
the services of migrants as it part of the community's
economic life, must be related to the ability of both
governmental and private agencies to aecomodate such
workers to the benefita of community life. Of netessity,
this requires Mt extraordinary amount of coordination
of services and common goals between !hose agencies
able to control and deliver such benefits. Accomplish-
meet of such coordination can only be achieved with
careful planning of goals, staffing ptterns, and re-
sources of the entire community. Critical to migrants
receiving services is the attitude of community leaders
and the accomodaaon they are wising to allow to the
non-resident migrant. Significar . data are contained
in the pages of this report as a result of the special
projects conducted by the Migrant Research Project
to have demonstrated that such coordination and
common goals do not exist nor are they likely to ty:cur.

Therefore, it is the second conclusion of this report
that it is not possible to incorporate citizens of a mobile
nature into present structures of welfare assistance de-
signed to meet the needs of a resident population. The
reasons for this are more fully developed under the
section entitled, Administrative Barriers to Welfare.

Agencies distributing food stamps or commodities
should make special provisions to expedite the servicing
of migrants. Specific steps to be taken should include
evening office hours, utilisation of bilingual staff or
volunteers, and the vending of food stamps on a daily
basis rather than only on certain days.

Commodity counties should make provisions tb have
additional food staffs available duriag the harvest
season. harthermore, sapplemental direct relied monies
shoold be made available to provide supplemeaW bet
easestiel foods not available with commodities.

Necessity for National Standards
Since it is incumbent, In a democratic society, for the

government to provide equally for the needs of all of
its citizens, it becomes essential for government to
establish programs that will assure equal treatment for
the mobile agricultural migrant. However, those who
argue that all citizens must be served under Identical
regulatory procedures should bear in mind the small
proportion of migrants who are able to receive assistance
under the exclusionary regulations presently in effect.
Equal consideration under the law Is impossible when
the regulations enacted do not consider the inability of
the mobile migrant applicant to comply with eligibility
requiremento under the conditions which are basic in his
life style and employment pattern.

Each of the states of this Nation develops guidelines
and receives approval for the federally assisted welfare
programs they administer. This not only allows for,
but Insures there will be variances in the eligibility re-
quirements and the benefits of such plans. A migrant
worker must make application for assistance in each
county where he travels and finds himself in need cf
welfare services. Not only does his lack of knowledge
concerning the variances in eligibility requirements and
benefits in the state plans compound his confusion, but
generally he cannot furnish the variety of documents
that arc necessary.

Because of the combination of these factors, the Mi-
grant Research Project recommends the enactment of a
National certification process for migrant agricultural
workers which will provide for national eligibility cer-
tification in the homebase state. It should be based upon
the applicant's annual wage on a self-certification basis.
Once eligibility is determined, the migrant worker should
be issued a card which shall be honored for services
at all welfare offices in the United States for all
Federally assisted programs during that period of time
such eligibility is declated to be In effect. The coats to
the individual counties for such assistance should be
100% reimbursed by the federal government. Eligibility
should be determined daring the off- season And be
established for one-year periods of time.

If it is deemed necessary and proper. random checks
to determine the percent of accuracy achieved on the
self-certification basis can be made through the United
States Social Security Administration which should have
an accurate recording of all earnings. It should be
pointed out, however, that the costrtime factor of the
lengthy verification procedure required to certify mi-
grants under the present system far outweighs the cost
of services for that small percentate of migrant workers
who might receive services for which they were techni-

:1Y ineligible. Thts is particularly true ht food
err Lei, 4,

Rae,. Mrs of the Department of Agriculibre
It is the lined conclusion of this report that the United

States Oongress must impartially and fairly consider
the needs of all of its citizenry; and acting In its be-
half, make sweeping legislative changes in programs apt"
laws at the federal level which will create a proper,
efficient and profitable method of maintaining the agri-
culture! economy, provide for equal protection of the
civil and civic rights of the agricultural migrant workers,
and, thereafter, insist upon fair and just hrtplelnettation



Lich laws. The United States Department of Agricul
has demonstrated an ability to serve the need of the

a owner, whether large or small, in a variety of
crams which protect his land, his crops, and his
me. There can be no question about the high prior-
the Congress has pieced on the farm programs of
various administrations. It is time for the farm

ker to be brought under the Baffle protection of the

Sy

I.
If

income supplement programs of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture as are established to the benefit
of the farm owner. It is our recommendation that the
vast resources of staff and budget of the United States
Department of Agriculture be charged specifically by
the United States Congress with gaining for the farm
workers a more equitable share of the benefits of the
vast numbers of programs available to the farm owner.

V

I
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A common focus on migrancy is difficult to establish.
The Migrant Research Protect has utilized simple in-
formation gatheriag techniques in the three major
stream areas to enable us to describe a family repre-
sentative of the migrant population.

The Migrant Research Project migrant population
presented here is a composite of the black migrant in
the East and the Mexican - American migrant of the
Mid-West and Southwest areas. Therefore the reader is
cautioned to keep in mind that this population is a com-
posite of two ethnic groups "acing similar problems,
that cut across cultural lines. This is possible because
agricultural migrancy is a vocation, not a cultural
group. The problems and difficulties presented apply
to all streams and in all geographic areas. Thus it
rnetters little where the field work is performed, the
facts of the employment, as revesled in the Migrant
Research Project surveys are constant and the same.
No work was done by the Migrant Research Project in
the predominately Appalachian white migrant areas.

The typical agricultural migrant applying for Migrant
Research Project emergency food assistance was travel-
ing in a crew with a family of averaging 6.7 total per-
sons. He wintered in the homebase states of Texas,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, or Louisiana. lie was
largely unemployed during the winter months, particu-
larly if his homebase area was the Rio Grande Valley
of Texas. lie often tried to seek work as an unskilled
laborer in industry, just as his summer grower em-
ployer in Agriculture in the north, often seeks and is
employed in industry during the winter. Since the
mechanization of cotton has become almost totally com-
plete, more of his family group and his friends have
begun migrating across state lines into other winter
homebase states.

The constant battle to maintain his family has forced
the migrant into a debt economy from which he never
emerges. Loans against future earnings are necessary
and sought from every possible source. This compli
odes even the small bargaining power he may have
for gaining better working conditions and better wages
a bargaining power which is almost solely his wits.

A low educational level and lack of knowledge of sot
only assistance resources but his right to such assist-
ance requires concerted outreach effort on the part of
the welfare and health agencies. This effort is almost
never made nor is it administratively planned for by
federal, state, or county agencies with such responsibility.

11/1An onalys's of croonsob.te operat.n9 cells by ss,a kviaag of PvbIK
*tools e 9- Federal 14.9tilvoy Adm;n.s.rot on, US Dept. of transport,-
ton is based on o 12,000 car *Nen 100,000 Wes over o 10 year
period."

2 Sc oirigino1 vetlicle cosi depreciation
2.1c rnoinenconse, crtcessories, ',tit and poet
1.2c 9os end 01 (esstvd.r9 ivies)
1.0c reeve po4;r'g, Pot?.
1.4c insarroice
1.2: stee end federal totes

i'24ovember, 1060. Some cos's hate increased ince *4 repart twos pre-
{v114 in January, 1968, bvi Pip increases tee v it drerred to be
tvffic4ni to warrant mot:e9 end isstiing o rev, report"
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PART I
Chapter I PERSPECTIVE

Understaffed and underbudgeted local agencies use the
variances in state plans and durational residency re-
quirements as justification for eliminating migrants
from desperately needed assistance. In this way, the
government reinforces the debt economy status of the
Migrant and firmly establishes his peonage.

Entering the Stream
Our typical migrant family left the home-base area

in early spring. He was recruited to work in the north
without any type of legitimate contract which spells
out wages, working conditions, fringe benefits, etc. In-
deed, 85 percent of the migrants studied by the M.R.P.
worker survey form were not told when recruited what
their wages would be for the work for which they were
recruited. Seventy-nine percent of the migrants surveyed
had not signed a contract. Of those 21 percent who had
signed any papers, 79 percent had not received a copy.
During recruitment, our MRP migrant was often en
couraged by the recruiter, vying to RP work orders
from the north on a per capita fee basis, to list as work-
ers as many family members as possible. Loans made to
cover travel expenses are made on a per worker basis.
Food for the entire family must come from this loan.
Thus there is considerable incentive to list children 10
years of age and sometimes younger as workers.

An average travel pattern in the MidWest stream
from Crystal City, Texas to Washure County, Wiscon-
sin for pickle and cucumber harvests, is an 1800 mile
drive. At $.11 per mile operating costal, the migrant
needs $198.00 to operate an automobile, his usual means
of transportation.

Taking into consideration the cost of transportation
plus the additional necessary costs of food and lodging
on the way, the migrant worker has spert as much
money trying to get to his place of employment u he
may make for the first several weeks of the season.
If the crop Is poor, he is left with very little or, more
often, no money with which to purchase food

Debt Economy for the 1'0.1 rs
On the average, the Migrant Research Project typical

family arrived in the work area Three weeks prior to the

TUAS HOW



time field work was available, Again, the necessity for
food forced the family deeper into debt and further loans
against future earnings were obtained from the grower.'

At times, these were made in the form of grocery
coupons which had to be redeemed in a specified store.
Wage collection laws prohibiting this practice did not
cover him as an agricultural worker, and thus, his
limited freedom was further entailed by limiting the
way in which his money could be spent to purchase
foodoften at inflated prices. He could not purchase
food stamps where his purchasing power would be
greater, better enabling him to nourish his family. Nor
could he buy fuel to warm them and guard against the
upper respiratory infections which are chronic with his
family. Small wonder his newborn child died at a rate
of 200% higher than for the rest of the population or
that he, himself, has a life expectancy of 49 years.4

The other major factor in the We of the Migrant Re-
search Project migrant family is "hope for a good
season." It is this hope which propels him into the
stream and makes him vulnerable to tho verbal promises
of the recruiter.

Once the typical Migrant Research Project migrant
family began work, need for rapid income and the
grower's need for Immediate field work meshed. Ali
family members went into the fields. There was little
evidence of the willingness of public educational agencies
to enforce school attendance laws even though the
children In the Migrant Research Project family were
on the average two grades behind normal for their age
level. Overcrowded classwoms, language difficulties,
transportation problems snd shortneks of the term were
the major reason for this lack of interest.

Most public school agencies held the belief that the
migrant children completed their school year in Texas
before coming north; thus, parents, employers, and
public school systems implement the child labor recruit-
ment that takes place in the homebase.

Wage Difficulties
Field and work conditions brought about by weather

and the use of herbicides are the major cause of the wage
and hour complaints expressed by the migrant, but
rarely filed formally. To further insure the availability
of ready labor; and na a condition of employment, the
Migrant Research Project migrant family generally

13)The moibeiry of mioroors who ricetsod MAP food cails+onc ift
nritoyi steel hod nos previa.* opplOd to public W1,01* 014:1iSWKS

fa certificoue^ leg food petgreeno. The masons ttst this ore net
tieot noe wog MCP obit to *totter sufficient eloeurnintotio" to draw
ditto. toecluVont. A enOiot clifficvfty was One tervirtrtneett foe verrifice
tiOti of ift(Offsf. Motto, cootrkoot oppeoe to be lock of out-reocti
perteevnel in public otsistonce offices foe Mere to be serious effort to
.mend services to wipe", lobo, comps. Howeve, 11 mutt be sold Mot
when such ever -rtoch rid ecevt, tvbervbee it wet pros/tacd throvols the
welfare office of from on outside avec," and when tte etioroot warier
wolS oble to provide sufficient doesertentotiort se es to prove tlitatilitv,
the moior4 of waken who dd apply fat food programs clicl receive
Nth ostistortoe.

(4)--U S. Public Welt Strvic-tM>tront lieolttt DiNivon. lAht-stvoh oil
of the migront forrraos tectvestift9 emergency food oWsonce met the
income ellittil.ty Poitclotcrt to rece?re public welfare osCtIonce, only
195 oteveittr etre-1,4d tvtA Foip. lihrt was e7ttor Aid to Dependent
CAAirtn or Sockil 4,00,tr in mast inttatvei A totof of 2 195 lam/ of
oppt,e4 for ...Mr. Ott VW!. Ito priocipol reason givon for denying
weal wetfote owstonce ucon opplieeton welt residency, yet Me
Alktbett Ittivison of 14 Off,ce of tconorrite Oppoetvrtity load 12 % of
the micron, popvitotioet to be roolocrutist*d

agreed verbally to a "hold-back" of a percentage of his
weekly earnings which is referred to as a "bonus," This
money is paid him at the end of the season if he
"satisfactorily" completes his work and moves from
field to field as requested. "Satisfactory completion of
work" is interpreted to mean that the m:3rant must
remain for as little as nine or ten hours work per week,
or until the grower has no further need of hand labor.

1968 MERIT CARD
Arivisno Espinoza

Held el Fos y
Leta rsonEmphod
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Ao American Crystal flew Ce. ko0,,,.,814,eAn; Minn.
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feet eager

In addition, regular deductions from wages were made
to insure repayment of past loans. This diminished the
availability of ready cash with which to purchase food
stamps, food, or medical treatment, let alone the trans-
portation needed to seek other work. At times, a migrant
negotiated for an early release in order to keep com-
mitments to growers in other areas. When not success-
ful, be was sometimes forced.to leave without all the
wages he felt were due him to avoid being "black-
listed" at the next \vorksite which would mean not only
loss of work this crop season, but in ensuing years as
well. If the crew leader or recruiter had committed
him to another worksite, he fat compelled to honor
this non-existent work contract. Since generilly he
weived no payslips of weekly earnings with itemized
deductions, there is no proof of any descrepancy In wages
earned and received.

Altogether our typical migrant family had twelve
employers during the year and traveled through at
least eight Oates. Since the summer of 1969 was a
disaster In the crops, he had little to show for his sum-
mer's earning!, and returned to Totes ht.ngry, without
resources, a victim of administrative structure and ex-
clusloit from the legislative processes. His average an-
nual wage tram less than $1500.

It should be stressed that the above circumstances
are his everyday facts of life not experienced piece-meal
in several areas, but wherever our Migrant Research
Project migrant traveled. We shall deal with some of
the many difficulties he experiences in the following
sections of this report, and make an attempt to clarify
from our research, the many conditions and structures
which collectively Insures that these problems do and
will continue to exist. The recommendations based upon
our study may prove startling to all who strivektn_ri
alleviate three conditions under the present structure
of government. We hope they will receive et refut study
and consideration.



Chapter II
LACK OF FOOD AS IT RELATES TO LACK OF INCOME

The serious problem of malnutrition and nutritional
deficiency in the United States has not limited itself
only to to the poor, but has demonstrated itself to be a
problem of the affluent as well. Consequently, health
educators and nutritionists have made a strong case for
the need of effective education programs. Food additives
and concentrated snack items have appeared on the
market and much attention has been given to publicizing
the appalling nutritional problems that exist.

The relationship of family income to malnutrition,
while not clearly demonstrated, must be basic to any
argument le support of food programs. Thus, poverty
as a basic cause of malnutrition among migrant workers
in an assumption of this report.

To argue this supposition, the Migrant Research
Project entered into an agreement with the Migrant
Action Program of Iowa to determine the effect of in-
come upon food purchases and diet of poor migrants.

MAP was able to utilize emergency food money pro-
vided by MRP in three ways: 1) to purchase federal
food stamps to take advantage of their bonus purchas-
ing power, 2) to augment food stamp purchaser with
direct purchase from retail cutlets, 3) direct purchase
from retail outlets in those places or at those times
when food stamps and commodities were not available.

Using the direct purchase of food from retail outlets
as the basis of the study, MAP arranged with grocery
stores to accept food vouchers issued by MAP workers
to needy migrants for purchase of food. No attempt was
made to influence the Items purchased nor was any
health and nutrition education program attempted. The
only condition placed upon purchase was that they be
made for edible items under the terms of the Federal
Food Stamp Act.

Grocers, In turn, agreed to bill Migrant Action Pro-
gram and to supply Itemized lists of food items pur-
chased by the migrants.

MAP later reported that "even with the food stamp
program, many families simply cannot afford an
adequate diet. Furthermore, many families cannot ...
get certified for the food stamp program or cannot
afford to purthise stamps."

To be eligible for participation In the protect, a mi.
grant had to meet the Office of Economic Opportunity
guidelines as defined by the Migrant Division et ORO.
Emergencies which generated the assistance were de-
fined as "including periods of unemployment when the
family lacked sufficient money to purchase food stamps
or when emergency medical situaths4 arose." No attempt
was made to document elassificatioe of purchased food
items when resources other than MRP funds were the
major source of food purchased, or when food was put-
chased with food stamps. This will be picked up in the
coming year.

Pur!hases under the MRP contract totaled 310, serv-
ing a tail of 1,006 Iteividuals for an average family site

(g1-1,Ahrem kccoei Nigro". ;ogre hport. 1061.

16)--MAP enrfv04 tepee,. 1 CSO.
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of 8.1 members. The average coat per individual served
was $ .57 per days. Of the $12,942 total food outlet,
twenty-two perceet was for the purchase of food stamps,
and seventy-eight percent was for the purchase of food
at a retail outlet. The latter represents the basis for the
argument herein presented.

Total amount expended by MAP for direct purchase
was $10,103.

Frequency of items purchased by migrants In the
basic food classifications were as follows:

Meats 22.0%
Milk Productz 12.6%
Cereals 19.8%
Vegetables 17.0%
Fru its 11.8%
Other 17.0%

On the basis of tee above study, it can be clearly
demonstrated that the percentage of income available
for food purchase does effect the basic diet of an in-
dividual family. Thus, it can be concluded if a person's
income falls below the index of poverty, either less ex-
pensive or less nutritious food will have to be purchased
or other expenses reduced.

P. is notable that when families received emergency
food assistance this past summer, they purchased items
which they normally cannot afford; particularly meats
and fruits. The MAP report concluded; "Health *dem.
Lion is important, but females must also be provided with
enough assistance to make an adequate diet feasible. "`

Thus, It can be demonstrated that income, rather than
culture is the basic ingredient necessary to assure an
adequate diet among migrant workers if the level of
malnutrition is to be reduced.

MIGRANT RESEARCH PROJECT



Chapter III

SOURCES OF INCOME:
WAGES, BONUS - IMPACT OF MECHANIZATION

If we accept the validity of the necessity of income as
the basic ingredient in combating malnutrition and lack
of food among migrant workers, it becomes obvious that
some method must be employed to raise the income level
of those so afflicted. Other necessary functions, e.g.
education in areas such as consumer protection, nutri-
tion, preventive medicine, budgeting, etc., can only be
effective when income for food purchase (or adequate
food itself) is available.

11. 11, .1. 11. 11',..d

WAGES

Migrant and seasonal farm workers report annual
incomes substantially below other members of the
nation's work force. Their claims have been upheld
and documented by the United States Sub-committee
on Migratory Labor which reported the average annual
farm wage in 1966 for migratory workers to be $1,046;
and astoundingly enough, a drop in annual farm wage
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work in 1967 of $124 to $926 average annual wage.?
This despite the fact the average daily wage earned rose
from $10.80 to $10.85.8 Those who worked outside of
agriculture averaged around $2,100 of which $800 was
from farm work.

By 1968, migrants whose activities were restricted to
farm work earned only $1,018, still below the 1966
level !co On the average, migrants earned only $1,562
from all sources in 1968. However, the 43% who obtained
both farm and nee-farm employment had a considerably
higher average-02,274 of which $1,491 wns for non-
farm work. The average hourly farm wage rate in July
of 1969 was $1.58 (without board or room) which is an
increase of only 9% over 1968. The Department of Labor
in February of 1970 reported the cost of living rose 6.2%
over the previous year.

During this same period of time, the median United
States family income WP..; $7,400. Irregularity of migrant
employment is one reason for the low annual wage.

Negative Income for Migrant Workers
In spite of recent improvements itt farm wage rates,

which has risen from, $1.14 an hour in 1965 to $1.58 an
hour in July of 1989, there are still 13 states with
average wages below the present federal minimum wage
for agriculture. The low of $1 hourly average in South
Carolina to over $1.70 in California, Connecticet, Nevada,
and Washington must be related to the 120 to total
average number of days worked by those workers who
did only farm work. Tha low average income on the
basis o' an average 8 -hour day would vary from $1,360
to $2,312 as contrasted with the United States mcdiam
income.

According to William H. Jones writing in the Wash-
ington Post on November 16, 1969, the median family
income in the United State- will approach $10,000 next
year; an increase of 75% slim 1960, but a rise of only
30% after allocation for inflation and tares. If this same
percentage is compared to tht. 15.6 % increase in the
migrant workers wage since 1959, it is easy to see the
migrant worker is left with a negative income.

Under the Fair Standards Practices Act, farm workers
are covered under a minimum wage of $1.30 per hour if
the employer utilizes farm workers for a total of at
least 500 man hours per quarter. In 1966, only two per-
cent of the farms using hired help in the United States
were covered under this legislation, the rest were exempt
from ti.e Federal minimum wage. In 1967 only 35% of
the farms were required to pay a minimum wage under
the provisions.i

In 1969, the composite how :y wage rate for migrant
workers averaged $1.33 per hour; the January 1970
composite hourly rate was $1.50; up 9% from January
of 1969.

Those who argue that raising the wage of farm work-
ere will price food out of the market are ignorant of the

17)-1969 report of the SubCommittee on Migratory labor Report
No. 91.83.

(111U.S. Department of Labor, Sept. 1967 & 1968.

)9) Robert C. McElroy "The Hired Form Working Force of 1968"
Ag. Econ. Report No. 164.

1101U.S. Department of Agriculture, Sept. 1967 & 1968 pp. 53.

1111 Hfred Farrnworkers: United States Departmen. of Labor; Wage and
Hours Public Contracts Divisions, 1968.

(1 2)United States Deportatent of Labor.
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percentages of the cost of the product through wages
for example, lemons cost 24 cents per pound; field cost
are 0.6 to 1 cent per pound. Grapefruit, costing 8 to
10 cents apiece, cost the grower in field labor 2 to 4
cents.1 2

Irregularity of EmploymentNeed For
Legislative Protection

While the above figures show that there was a 15.6%
increase in the wages paid migrant farm workers be-
tween 1959 and 1968, the monetary gains made by this
sector of our Nation's work force can be shown as
virtually negligible when evaluated in light of several
other factors.

The migrant worker still finds himself victim of an
ever tightening availability of work. This is due to
several factors. The two most important are irregu-
larity of employment and the increase in mechanization
of crr ps.

It is important to note that unemployment and
irregularity of employment is the chief reason given
by migrants for entering the stream. For example, the
unemployment rate in January, 1970 in the Laredo,
Texas area, was 10.8% of the total work force and was
rising. The Texas Employment Commission attributed
this "mainly to the continued inflow of migrant workers
into the area." They went on to say, "By Mid-March
the unemployed total should begin to subside as the out-
flow of migrant workers returning to their jobs in the
north gets underway." ra'he hardships and lack of income
suffered by migrents In the homebase states during the
off - Season increases the attractiveness and pre-supposed
increased earnings in the north during the crop season.
However, the low wages in agriculture are not caused
only by unemployment, irregularity of employment,
mechanization, or the low-profit margin of individual
growers as opposed to the larger employers. The lack
of legislation governing wages and working conditions,
plus discriminatory practices cited in this report further
diminish wages and the chance for a fair standard of
living.

It is Lam-eating to note that 67% of the number of
migrants requiring emergency food assistance under the
MHP program in 1969 mined an annual wage of less
than $1,500. (See charts Introduction.)

The MRP study also shows the largest percentage of
migrants traveling in the stream did so in family group
sizes of from 5 to 7 members. This was true in every
region of the United States. Only in the Eastern region
of the country did the project serve famili35 larger than
17 members.

Duo to the irregularity of the migrant's employment,
it would seem logical that in time of unemployment, he
would be covered by unemployment compensation as in
all other major job classifications in private industry.
Traditional excuses have kept the migrant from this
important protection; this results in discriminatory ex-
clusion from the law.

Rafe for Sugar Beet Workers
Under the Sugar Beet Act, the Secretary of Labor is

directed to set a fair and reason :able rate. He is author-.
ized to make payments on the condition that, among
others, all persons employed on the farm in the pro-
duction, cultivation, or harvesting of sugar beets or
sugar cane with respect to which an application for
payment is made shall have been paid in full for all
such work, and shall have paid wages, therefore, at rates
not less than those that may be determined by the



Secretary to be fair and reasonable after investigation
and due notice and opportunity for public hearing.

The regulations for 1968 provided for payment to
workers either on a minimum wage rate of $1.50 per
hour, or on one of several piece rates per acre as
specified for each of five different functions. The $1.50
hourly minimum wage was set for 1968 as a fair and
reasonable wage rate based on evidence presented at
hearings. However, the piece rate alone does not
guarantee that all workers receive a fair and reason-
able wage. In fact, the piece rate does not assure any
minimum hourly rate per man.

In July, the Utah State Employment Service reported
to the U.S. Department of Labor on wages of sugar
beet workers in various regions of that state, In the
South Central sugar beet area, Utah reported that the
average wages of one group of employees working at a
piece rate of $11.00 per acre for weeding were $.92 per
hour for each worker. In the same region for the same.
activity during the same time eeriod those working on
a piece rate of $10.75 per acre made $1.67 per hour.
The Migrant Research Project has found the piece rate
as used by the Secretary of Labor as the sole means of
determining fair and reasonable wage rates for em-
ployes in certain sugar beet activities to be unsatis-
factory. A piece rate could be maintained if it were
combined with an absolute minimum wage below which
each worker could not be paid. Whatever the Secretary
finds to be a fair and reasonable wage rate for all em-
ployees should apply as a minimum to all activities.
It is /ARP's contention that a piece rate may have no
necessary relationship to a fair and reasonable wage
rate, and that the piece rate alone is not an adequate
standard to ensure that fair and reasonable wages are
received by all employees. Therefore, MRP believes
that by using the piece rate as the sole standard for
determining fair and reasonable rates for some activities,
the Secretary of Labor has not met a necessary con-
dition to payment to growers under the Sugar Beet Act.

The Act also requires that as a condition to making
payment to sugar beet producers, the Secretary shall
ensure that a fair and reasonable wage rate is received
by all workers. MRP believes this is another condition
to payment that has not been met.

BONUSES

As already noted, the earnings of a migrant worker
vary greatly due to several factors. During the sum-
mer when weather is bad, many families do not break
even by the end of the summer; consequently many
leave, if they can, in search of better field conditions.
Crews that leave the homebase together, do not always
stay together throughout the season. Many factors can
and do cause the division of the crew.

Since many crops, such as asparagus and tomatoes,
are perishable and labor is difficult to recruit during the
season, most companies and growers have established
a "bonus" system with the intent of making it difficult
for the migrant to lave before the end of the crop
season without losing a substantial amount of money.

The "bonus" system operates in a number of ways.
It may be 1) a deduction from wages withheld until the
end of the season; 2) travel advances made at the be-
ginning of the season to help the family with expenses
from Texas. These advances need not be repaid at the
end of the season if the work has been satisfactorily
performed; or 3) based on the amount of work per-
formed. i.e. the asparagus worker receiving a 4 cent
bonus for each additional pound over 8,000 pounds.
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If the bonus is a deduction from wages earned, but is
withheld until the end of the season, it is a "hold-back."
This amounts to garnishment of wages. When bonuses
have been withheld from wages, it is important to see
if the wages paid meet the federal or state minimum
wage requirements. Since most migrant workers do not
receive paycheck stubs listing wages earned, hours
worked, deductions made, this is generally very difficult
for the migrant worker to document. Further, when
the worker performs the work on a contract basis, it is
exceedingly difficult for him to prove that he was not
paid the federal or state minimum wage. He must
document carefully the hours actually worked, the
pounds, bushels, or acres covered, and payment received.
This is difficult to do, particularly in sugar beets where
the workers are not paid until the end of the season,

Use of bonus To Retain Labor
Whenever the bonus system is used, the overall intent

is to retain labor regardless of working or living con-
ditions. As one company notes of its bonus, "This refund
will be made only to those workers who stay and com-
plete the full season, or who are excused by mutual
agreement by the crew leader and the company manage-
ment. The workers must have done a satisfactory job,
in that he worked when necessary ,moved from farm to
farm with hig crew when requested, and did a clean
job of snapping (asparagus) ..." In some instances,
completion of the full season requires that the family
remain until late fail working in warehouses or clean-
ing fields, even when only a few hours of work each
day are available. For migrants, the presence of the
"hold-back bonus" which in effect, is garnishment of his
earnings not only places him in peonage, but diminienes
the available money with which to purchase food or food
stamps. Thug, he may be at the peak of his earning
capacity, End still be without ready cash with which to
provide the necessities of life for his family. This places
him in jeopardy when he applies for participation in
the foodstamp program, since he must verify his earn-
ings to the welfare office. When he is unable to do this,
county welfare officials generally accept telephone veri-
fication from the grower instead of self- declaration
from the migrant worker. The employer may or may not
given accurate information. When a portion of the
migrant's earnings are withheld from him, he often does
not have the cash to make the necessary purchase even
though he may succeed in being certified.

Migrants frequently reported to MRP loss of bonus
when disputes developed with the employer regarding
field or crop conditions and the wage to be paid. Typical
was a family in a mid-west stream state who came to
work at the tomato harvest. Altogether, the family had
twelve members, and each worker was paid 15 cents for
each basket of tomatoes picked. However, 2 cents from
each 15 cents earned was withheld as a bonus to be
collected at the end of the seas m. If the working con-
ditions were excellent, the family might be able to pick
as many as 90 to 100 baskets per day.

Toward the end of the season, the grower told the
migrant to pick the tomatoes in a field where the crop
was thin and there were many weeds. The migrant
estimated that he would only be able to pick one basket
per hour; earning 13 cents per hour for his labor.
he refused to pick the field at the 15 cent rate, the
grower presented the family with a one day eviction
notice and withheld the "bonus" for failing to remain
until the end of the season and performing thework as
required!



COUPONS

Lany migrants, because of irregular employment due
in part to low wages and weather conditions, are pro-
vided with advances during the summer by their em-
ployer. In general, advances are made for 1) travel
from Texas to the field location, 2) food and other pur-
chases when fields cannot be entered because of weather
conditions or work is not available, 3) purchases
necessary for the performance of the work such as
gloves, aprons, and other items needed. Since small
growers particularly are not paid by the processor until
the end of the season when the harvest is complete, they
often arrange credit at local grocery stores for their
migrant labor, guaranteeing this to the store owner; or

uued to

they issue the migrant coupon books which must be re-
deemed for food items at specified grocery stores. This
arrangement is, in effect a method of borrowing operat-
ing capital for the grower/employer at the expense of
the migrant laborer who cannot afford to finance the
interest-free debt of his employer.

This practice also prevents migrants from doing corn-
parativo buying, and often subjects them to higher food
prices with an income already too low for an adequate
diet. It practicc;ty assures, they will not have the mosey
to purchase foodstamps and gain the bonus purchasing
waver of the stamp Nogranr.

Two examples from southern Minnesotat 3 this past
summer illustrate:, the problem.

N? 130

0004 FOR $8.00 IN TRADE

DICK'S FOOD "%RUT
1.46 /0.4oL.,

(Not Tr :fere

'CANNING COMPANY
s coupon horn any
In Stools County

$1.00

NV:0 COMPANY
upon from any
stela County

ROOD FOR
BADE CAPON

$1.00

a $1.00

The OWATONNA CANNING COMPANY
viii redeem this coupon from any

octry siva in Steels County

$1.00 $1.00

Mr. G. earned $232.50 for his work in the fields, but
was not paid by his employer. Instead, without his con-
sent, the employer deposited $100 in the local super-
market as credit for food purchases made by Mr. G.
Furthermore, the food prices in this particular store
were considerably higher than elsewhere for the Barrio
items. It was estimated that Mr. G. could have had an
additional $25.00 of groceries had he shopped at another
store with his $100. The purchase of food stamps, had
they been available in this particular county, would have
resulted in a considerabl!, higher amount of food items
for the family.

Nor are migrants allowed to withdraw the money
credited to their account (their earnings as recorded by
the grower) or to cash in the coupons, again issued in
lieu of earnings or instead of cash payment for work

1131M1y:ant Action Program, lowo Annual Report, 1969.
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performed. Mrs. V. was advanced coupons at the rate
of $8.00 each. She was given a total of six coupons
amounting to $48.00. The coupons could be used at
only one supermarket specified by the employer. On
June 27, 1969, Mrs. V. spent $6.81 of the $8.00 coupon
and requested her change. The store manager refused
and said they did rot give change on coupons. M. V,
was then obligated to spend the remaining $1.19 im
mediately. To further complicate the problem, the
Departments of Social Welfare must count these food
coupons as income when certifying a migrant for welfare
assistance programs, even though the migrant did not
have the availability of cash and a choice as to whether
or not to purchase food stamps or any other item
As a result, many families do not qualify for food starnN
at minimum rates, and do not have the funds with whict
to purchase the stamps at the rate they are qualified
to receive them.



MECHANIZATION A CRISIS SITUATION
For many years, it has seemed apparent that mechani-

zation was having an impact on the number of jobs
available for migrant workers in agriculture. Techno-
logical advances and American "know-how" has made
it possible for fewer workers to produce a greater abund-
ance of foodstuffs than ever before. Small family farms
began to be replaced by giant agri-business. Each year,
it seemed that migrant farm workers traveled more miles
in seach of employment and found fewer jobs. The im-
pact was slow in developing, but alwayF the migrant
heard that the 'machine" was "almost perfected" and
was s.vnning the competition for speed and endurance
at less er.st to the producer than even his meager piece-
ra to wages.

411111aaan.........

LiTTUCF FIELDS IN WPX0IISII.

The Migrant Research Project determine' to under-
take a very limited sampling to forecast what effect
mechanization of crops would have on availability of
jobs for the coming year. Pro'actions for the year 1970,
in a few selected states where information is available,
raises the question of an employment crisis caused by
increased mechanization and use of ehertrIcalg. The Mi-
grant Research Project staff interviewed grantees, public
officials, and migrants to determine what the employ-
ment profile for migrant labor would be in the summer
of 1970. While our interviewing was on a limited basis,
the information obtained is startling and may be sum-
marized as follows:

1) Farmers are doing their own recruitment in
greater numbers than ever before

2) Number of available jobs will be less than ever
before

3) Growers are placing work orders with the
federally funded Farm Labor Service for
migrant workers; while at the same time they
have machines on hand to perform the same
labor

4) Unless remedial steps are taken immediately,
more migrant workers will enter the stream this
year than in the past several years due to lack
of employment in the homebase states.

It seems evident that the hand labor is being recruited
strictly as a back-up labor force to mechanization versus
weather at the expense of the migrant workers. If the
machines prove effective, (and there is no reason to
believe they will not) the workers will be unemployed
despite the fact they were recruited and traveled hun-
drds of miles for non- existent jobs.

It must be stressed that the sampling taken was
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limited, and not based on scientific effort, although an
attempt to obtain representation was made. The results
of this study can analytically be broken down according
to the various states or regions sampled and are sum-
marized as follows:
Washington

It was reported by an Jffice of Economic Opportunity
grantee in one area that the following crops are to be
mechanized this year:

a) grapes (32 machines are on hand
each replacing 51 people)

b) hops
c) esparagus

Moreover, in 'mite of the impending mechanization,
the same source reports that Ore State Employment
Service is recruiting hand labor for these crops in the
same number as last year.
Michigan

According to a ',Fariety of contacts there including
those made with the Regional Office of the Federal
Labor Service, an Office of Economic Opportunity funded
migrant program, the State Prnployment Service, and
an agricultural economist at Michigan State University,
50,000 workers are expected to arrive in the Ste of
Michigan in 1970. Not all of these persons, however,
were recruited througl, the klchigan or federal recruit-
ment system; nevertheless, on the basis of recruitment
by farmers and growers, and ward-of-mouth transmission
of rumored employment opportunities, that. number is
expected in the State of Michigan.

.A.;; the same time, our survey revealed that only a
few contracts covering 9,000 jobs had been let. The
number of contracts rnaJe. to Mid-March 1970 must )n
contrasted with the number made in the year of 19L'.
In that year, Michlgar let 28,000 contracts for the
employment of 74,000 migrants. Since MRP information
was gathered at a point in time when the normal re-
cruitment process had come co an end, it can be con-
cluded that there is a decline of 65,000 jobs and 27,700
contracts, when contrasted with the recruitment year of
1968. Many of these persons will be without employment,
as the same sources indicate that only 15,000 workers
will be employed in Michigan in summer 1970.

NOTE: A late check before printing of this report
reveals (June 10) the regional office of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor does not anticipate more than 1500 to
2000 surplus workers in the state of Michigan during the
summer. They state this will be due to corrective action
taken by U.S. Department of Labor since the issuance
of the above report.
Colorado

An Office of Economic Opportunity funded project
in Colorado informed our personnel that approximately
9000 migrants will come into Colorado this summer.
Due to mechanization projections, it is anticipated that
the total employment in the state will be reduced,
according to these same sources, by 7500 jobs. For ex-
ample, it was reported that a major crop, sugar beets,
will employ only 50 to 60 percent of the workers who
were employed the previous year. The reduction in this
instance, however, is to be caused by a number of
factors: an existing surplus sugar supply, the resultant__,.
change in crops frc,n beets to corn, reliance on avail-
able local labor sources, and mechanization.

Based on information obtained from Texas, recruit-
ment for this area is generally down approximately
40%.



Tows
Reinbeck, Iowa, employment is down 30% for the

harvesting of asparagus crops and the method of
recruitment has been changed. In this instance,
recruitment was performed by the processor, rather
than recruitment of labor through the State
Employment Security Commission as has been tae case
in the past. The purported reason for the change in the
recruitment method was the stepped-up-enforcement of
housing regulations by the United States Department
of Labor.
Wisconsin

The number of seasonal workers in rural industries
declined in Wisconsin from 11`68 to 1969 according to the
State Employment Service. The number o: rural food
processing in-plant workers averaged 10,811 In the
1968 and 10,190 in 190, while plant employed field
workers averaged 2,135 per month in 1968 and 1,710
in 1969. Similar drops wer e reported in other rural
work categories.

Hid-Continent
A telephone inquiry to the U.S. Department of Labor

Regional Office of the Farm Labor Service revealed the
following information on clean ice order)!

CLEARANCE ORDERS S-05 INTERSTATE RE;RUITMENT

state

J4106114*

Ohio

irEno14, Milani'
919604964, 9117907,916

Data 10. of Percent I,. cf Fermat
orders change raker chaLp

969, 3/17 66
1970, 3/16 59

6769, 3/10 135

197C. 3/16 109 +40 5.677 +51

+54

' 1969. 3/14 166 15,194
1970, 3/16 I 165 -01 12,999 -9

'In Michigan and Ohio the tendency is toward more
workers per order. The reason for this is not know at
this time.

The other four mid-western states show a decline in
both the number of workers recruited and the number
of orders placed. However, the number of workers
recruited seems to be higher Li an can be employed if the
information on mechaalzation properly reflects the
decline in jobs.

Last year gave ample evidence of what happens to
the migrants when recruitment is higher than jobs.
Unless welfare agencies in the state are prepared to
assist the unemployed in a meaningful way, the depriva-
tion of the migrant is horrendous.

NOTE: Just prior to final editing of this report, MRP
again checked with the United States Department of
Labor, Farm Labor Service, in the Chicago region and
learned of remedial steps taken to alleviate the
anticipated problems in Michigan and the other mid-
Continent states. These were:

1. Establishment of a regional coordinating committee
composed of representatives of various agencies in-
cluding United States Department of Labor; Hous-
ing and Urban Development; Agriculture; Trans-
portation; Health, Education, and Welfare to assist
states in working with migrants.
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2. Worked in cooperation with the Texas State Em-
ployment Service to ale:t migrants not to leave
Texas without a definite job placement .

3. Developed a special daily reporting system in. each
state to determine armant of surplus farm labor
available to enable the regional Department of
Labor to take corrective action.

4. Encouraged the Governors of each of the states to
require the State Departments of Welfare to accept
"self-declaration of income" from migrants for cer-
tification for feod stamps for at least the first
thirty day issuance of food r;:amps.

5. Staff from a United States Department of Labor
special research pnogtam will be retained to refer
migrants to all available welfare programs.

Florida

Mid-March 1970 estimates of unemployment among
migrants in Florida was placed at abe.ut 24,000 by the
indigenous groups and the Office of Econonic Oppor-
tunity funded migrant projects. Leaders of the in-
digenous groups interviewed by MRP staff indicated that
when work was available, it was for a few hnurs per day,
and only fo: two or three days per week.

Reports from state officials centered on the difficulty
of recruiting labor for these short-term, part-day jobs
and not on the prollem of uneinployrrqnt migrants
faced. As a result, conflicting information, one group
stating a labor shortage, the other a labor surplus was
released. Therefore, no planning was done to either
determine the extent of the problem nor to attempt
solutions.

Mechanization and weather have reduced the man-
hours and man-days required to harvest the crop. For
the migrant, who is accustomed to and needs several
weeks of work in the winter and spring in the homebase
area, steady jobs are difficult to obtain. To the Em-
ployment Service recruiting for short term field jobs,
available jobs are not being filled. This is caused in
part because the migrant looks for the better job, and
partly because the offered work site Is often so far from
his home that he must leave Ms family in order to
accept the job. It is also difficult and expensive for him
to rnaLttain two homes. Additionally, he is often un-
skilled in the crop for which he is recruited and trans-
portation may be a problem.

As a result of this conflicting information or perhaps
perarectives i.e. one report emphasizing that a job

Cage existed whereas another group argued that, in
reality, a labor surplus existed and was under-utilized
conflicting information is available to the public and
regulatory agencies concerned with the affairs of mi-
grants. For the State Employment Service, attempting
to fill "hard-to-place" jobs, there was a labor shortage.
Their solution to the problem was to recruit outside
labor from other states.

Texas

Mid-March contact with indigenous groups residing in
the Rio Grande Valley, indicated that only 12% to 15% of
the migrants in the area were working at the time
of the interview. Of these workers, 70 % were worktng
a 40-hour week, 30% a 20-hour week. ApproximateTy
67,000 persons were unemployed at the time of our
contact. Leaders of indigenous groups indicated that
more migrants than ever before would enter the stream
in the sum= ,r of 1970.



New York
The Migrant Research Project grantee reports they are

expecting a crisis situation in June, 1970 with an over-
flux of migrants coming up from the south. There will
be fewir jobs available due to greater mechanization,
especia'ily in potatoes. They also report an over-recruit-
ment for the coming summer.

Other Data Gathered by MRP
In the course of distributing emergency food and

medical monies in the him -based states of Florida and
Texas when migrants were in the area, other informa-
tion was obtained Information which corroborates our
view that an employment and hunger crises will develop
during the summer of 1970. MRP spent funds at the
rate of $2,000 to $4,000 per day feeding people over a
seven-day period. During the period when the migrants
were in the above two homebase areas, the amount of
money disbursed to individuals ranged from 20 cents to
$1.00 per day per person.

Based upon fox' monies disbursed and information
gathered in the informal contacts and survey efforts
described above, it is the Migrant Research Project
staff's conclusion that mechanization has had and will
have a serious impact on the number of jobs available

In 1970 in both the homebase states and in the stream
states. In addition, contacts with leaders of indigenous
groui a in both homebase states of Texas and Florida
indicate that even more migrants than in previous years
will enter into the migrant stream this year, and that
fewer jobs will be made available to them. The chaotic
state of the market for migratory labor becomes self -
e'7ident. In addition, If poor weather or mechanization
at the anticipated increased rate further upsets, an
already chaotic labor market, the problems facing mi-
grant laborers will be intensified manyfold. In effect,
they will be forced to rely upon outride assistance to
maintain their families while residing in the stream
states. Moreover, in many instances, their meager earn-
ings will not provide them with sufficient monies to
return with their families to the homebase state where
they reside. Even if they have sufficient funds to finance
the trip home, the money saved will be insufficient to
maintain the families during the winter months when
will enter the migrant stream this year, and that
limited work is available in those homebase states. The
result anticipated Is employment chaos and hunger of a
dimension previously unknown in both homebase states
and stream states impacted by migrants who either
will be underemployed or unemployed during many
months of this calendar year.

Chapter 11

HOUSING: A FRINGE BENEFIT OF EMPLOYMENT

-1

Migrant housing has long been a problem to migrant
and employer alike. Dining the recruitment of migrants
in Texas, wouters are gene, ally assured that tha provi-
pion of clean, decent, and sanitary housing will be pro-
vided as a fringe benefit of the employment. Some
migrants reported they were shov-n pictures of housing
at the time of recruitment which simply failed to
materialize when they reached the work site. Operating
on the debt economy of migrancy and forced to borrow
againgt future eavnings, seldom are funds available to
move on to search for other work sites where living
conditions are better.

PROVISION OF OF HEAT
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Low-cost housing in both the homebase and stream
states is simply a myth. The Migrant Research Project
during 1969 conducted an intense survey of migrant
housing in the stream state of Michigan. The results
of this study are available as a seperate publication
and may be obtained from the Migrant Research Project.
The study is avnopsized in Part IV of this report, and
is typical of migrant housing found in all areas of the
country.

In addition to the Michigan study, MRP conducted a
field inspection of migrant housing in Florida and spoke
to migrant workers in Glades County. Migrant workers

LAUNDRY ROOM



still occupy housing that was constructed by the United
States Government during the 1930's as temporary units.
The cabins are small, with poor venilation, and are con-
structed on stilts, since the soil is of high nitrogen
content and easily evporates leaving the cabins awry.
The conditions in these camps which still segregate
anglos, blacks, and Mexican-Americans are deplorable.

The Glades Citizen's Association reported that
Pahokee Housing Authority had complete control as
to who occupied the housing. As bad as it was, it was
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wrom--"CIHLD OF HOPE"
Stewart and Sandage
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the only housing available. New construction was under
way in the area; however, it appeared the new cemen
block structures were being constructed below group(
level and that spring rains would be a problem.

The report of the Glades Citizen's indicated that thl
camp, occupied by Mexican/Americans, was determine(
by the Pahokee Housing Authority to be unlivable am
was therefore condemned. Occupants were notified they
must vacate the premises. Since no other housing wai
available, many of the Me Akan/American occupant
were forced to enter the migrant stream and move ui
north where labor was already in over-abundance due t<
mechanization in Michigan, and poor weather in othei.
areas. After the camp had been vacated by the Mexican/
Americans, anglo families were allowed to occupy the
units. The only explanation offered by the Glades
Citizen's Association was that the residents of the old
camps were to be resettled into the new units upon their
completion!

Report' on Housing Conditions in Migrant Labor
Camps in Minnesota, 1969

During the summer of 1969, Migrant Research
Project, in cooperation with the Migrant Action Program
of Iowa, conducted a survey of migrant housing in
Southern Minnesota. The survey was confined to a
mall area, but the MAP agency indicated, they believed
the results were typical of other areas in Minnesota as
well. The results of this survey are as follows:

"Housing and sanitation regulations covering condi.
tions in migrant labor camps have been in effect in
Minnesota since 1951 and were recently improved in
1968. The regulations are generally somewhat more
comprehensive than those set forth by the federal gov.
ernment which apply to camps where workers are re
cruited through the Employment Security Commission.

Yet, no+ unlike many other regulatory agencies, th(
em 'ronmental sanitation division of the Minnesota
Health Department has been slow in enforcing th(
provisions of the law. The Department claims that, AL
in past years, each camp will be inspected by area sanita-
tion inspectors, employed for app ywimately 13 weeks
during the summer, and supervised by a full-time public
health sanitarian. Camp ratings will depend upon the
degree of hazard to health and safety. If corrections are
not made, the camp permit will be revoked." If a permit
is issued, it should be posted "in a conspicuous place in
the camp" along with a copy of the housing regulations,

The staff of MAP conducted a survey of nine migrant
camps in southern Minnesota to determine if the camps
did meet the state's regulations. All of the camps were
occupied at the time of the survey, and not one of the
nine had a permit posted. Nor had any of the occupants
seen an inspector during their stay in the camps.

All of the camps had a large number of violations of
the housing regulations, many of which directly
threatened the health and safety of the camp occupants
Three wells were suspect since the water was discolor&
and had a strong odor. In each case, the occupant*
boiled it before use. But while boiling may kill dangerout
bacteria, it only further concentrates nitrates in th(
water; and an overly high concentration of nitrates car
be extremely dangerous for nursing mothers causing
Nitrate Cyanosis or Methemo globinemia( blue babies)
In addition, more than half of the camps inspected fel
far short of the regulations in the provision of bathini
facilities and an adequate supply of hot and cold runnini
water. (See Table I.)



As Table II indicates, the major violations were in
site standards, toilet facilities, laundry, and washing,
bathing facilities, and refuse disposal. Apart from the
water supply, these are the areas which most directly
concern the health and safety of migrant workers, On
the average, the nine camps inspected violated 46% of
the standards outlined in Table I, and not all of the
regulations were included. Some of the standards were
excluded either because of insufficient data or the lack
of necessary technical knowledge as when inspecting
sewerage treatment facilities.

Tab"

him* N l pfpc Div c F 0. CODE 0101 ATILN5 IRoveS %Deihl/
BY NIChOloT thS IN h10111%,:a. 1969

Vic/ .tons
NOB. ir, Stanlaris Bieber Percent

Site StandlrEs

Site. 'hall be adequately drained
Crowds end on armee surrounding the shelters

shell be in a clean and annItery condition
All camp shall provide A ;pace for recreation

,L,iter Sterdarde

6

6

0

67 %

67

0

Roof locks )) %
Wal La leak 0 0
floor unsafe 1 11
Wooden floor not ascot! and of tight

construction
5 50

Floor gathers ,liter 2 22
Winders need replacing or rerAlring

3
33

Doors ars not solid. and need repairing 2 22
Faterior openings not electively screened 3 33
lack of Coed storage !shelves and tort counter 0 0
Rot enough tables and <halos for the fcniin S 56

ils3ukul?!

, An sicqinte later supply for trinkincy eooking,
blard,:. r-4 lav wiry purroces eholl be
povidcd

Deck water supply 0.111 be !nal-octal regularly

0 o %

S 100
Water onofo for dri, kin; 3 33
Cold inter ten shell to avolIable within 1% ft.

of cock livire unit term not insiee 3 33
',lone:, o..!,1 Neve t4pht toyer.. Cud to construct-

ed to prec1,10 cutoide pollution 0 0

Iti_WSKI DI Sia

ielre <},u11 Lo at lead a rrt to of one unit
for torh t 'lye reevro

1 11 6

Sernrnr foci:11.1, fo- rnn arl vor,-n 6 10
FacIlitien chrOn to }'fated rat niOt 6 e9
roil..t. info, Cie, 1,1 tv rhcv.!dol S 55
Priv; r:tn rno,,Id te f.,2 :if::'. 5 55
Friv4: n1.11 to Scat, 1 50 ft. cr fortner

fro, al: lining crib
pundry, Pard.oshinr. fathine Facilitiee

2 22

Bathing and handvashing facilities shall
be provided for use of all occupants

6 67 S

Adequate apply of hot and cold running water 5 56
There should be one Ewer bond for every

fifteen careens 6 67
Separate facilities fee ren and women 6 67
Cale launder tub for oary twenty -five pas.,

tiyhtler Peoutresents

4 AS

All shelters shall be provided with electric
service

2 22 5

AdeqLste Lighting for pro area and pathways
to cotton use facilities

6 67

All wiring haul lighting natures should be
maintained in a oafs condition

0 0

Each habitable rocs shall hays at least cc. wall -
type electric convenience outlet

defuse Disposal

I. 45

Durable, fly-tight containers of B minimal of S 69 %
Omit" gallons capecity shall be provided

Provisicns (shall be rage for the collection ,,f
refute at least twice per snook 76

Safety end Fire Prevention

9 100 5first aid facilities shall be provided and
readily accesitle at all times

Unite or approved fire-estInguishing equip-
ant shall be prodded

7 78

Not all of the standards set forth In the legielatinn are inelm'ed in the
Table mince either infometien was not mailable or inspections r,quired
technical kn.:dodge, is with se,rerage dieposal facilitate and nitrate
conter.t In d.in'leg ,.ter.
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The conclusions of this report are in agreement wits.
a recent survey conducted by the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
The newspaper survey found that "very few camps have
showers, and bathtubs are nearly nonexistent. Most
toilet facilities consist of outdoor privies, many in viola-
tion of state health codes. Furthermore, of 109 wells
checked last summer by one inspector, 106 were in
violation of the health regulations. Together, these
conditions indicate the need for far better enforcement
of the present housing standards in Minnesota.
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In addition, an article in Minnesota's Health on May
15, 1969, noted that, "Since the new health department
regulations conform to the revised United States De-
partment of Labor housing standards, state health de-
partment personnel will make inspections for both
agencies this year to avoid duplication of services."
Normally, the Labor Department would make Inspections
of camps where the camp operator recruits workers
through the State Employment Security Commission.
Several of the camps inspected were occupied by
workers recruited in this manner. Yet, as the data
indicates, the camps were in gross violation of both
Federal and State housing standards. The existence of
these conditions raises serious questions about the de-
cision of the Labor Department to delegate inspection
responsibilities to the Minnesota Department of Health.

Special Texas Employment Commission Project
In the summer of 1969, for the first time, the Texas

Employment Commission in cooperation with the Minne-
sota Employment Security Commission and other
agencies initiated the "Experimental and Demonstration
Interstate Program for South Texas Migrant Workers."
The program set forth two major objectives. First, it
was designed to demonstrate whether or not Texas, the
northern demand states, and the federal government,
working in cooperation with one another, could pro-
vide the migrant families with the services needed
while traveling in the migrant stream. These services
were to include assistance in job placement, housing,
health, and welfare services, and basic education. Sec-
ondly, the project was designed to provide the remedial
atdior skill training needed to facilitate the transition
of the migrant farm workers into other types of employ-
ment for that time when seasonal farm jobs no longer
exist. The underlying premise of the program was that
the declining demand for seasonal farm workers would
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eventually leave Texas burdened with a large untrained
work force for which no jobs exist.

Twenty-fivo families were selected as participanto
in the program who came to Southern Minnesota to
work. For these families there were few benefits. Work-
ing conditions and total earnings were extremely low
this past summer due to weather conditions; and as
this report demonstrates, much of tho housing occupied
by these families was substandard. Little was done
to counsel families on job opportunities, healti) and
welfare services, or educational services. In sum, the
project did little to change the basic living and working
conditions experienced by migrant workers in southern
Minnesota.



Chapter 3r

ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS TO WELFARE

The United States of America, in the past decade,
Set out to abolish poverty among its citizenry. As a
nation, we decreed it against our policy and against our
own best interest to have 13% of our population ill-
housed, ill-fed, ill-educated, and in ill-health.

To achieve our goal, we explored new ideas, examined
programs of the past, and launched our campaign
through legislation, education, and litigation to bring
relief to the vast numbers of people not participating in
our affluence.

Legislation such as the Civil Rights Act, the Economic
Opportunity Act, the Amendments to the Fair Labor
Standards Act, and the Food Stamp Act, were passed.

Education programs were launched to have segments
of the population who possessed "know-how", teach
those of us who needed such knowledge and skills.
Citizens were educated to give knowledge and to accept
training. Government, labor, management, social, and
civic groups were asked to bring their expertise to the
problems. Citizens were asked to participate to the
fullest.

Court cases were brought to question the validity and
practice of administrative procedures for enforcing laws
already in existence. Some of the questions raised were:
Can a state withhold welfare benefits from a person
who has not resided in that state for a specific period
of time? Can a state terminate welfare benefits to a
person without first holding a hearing to determine
whether there are mitigating reasons against termina-
tion? Other questions were and will be asked.

Special Study of Food Distributed to Migrants in
18 Counties

Federal funding agencies with the responsibility of
carrying out federal programs through regional, state,
and local agencies are presented with almost insurmount-
able problems. Congressional intent determined both by
legislative language and legislative discussion may not
be clear, and may require court interpretation.

For example, the purpose of the Food Stamp Act is to
guarantee that ".... .the nation's abundance of food
should be utilized cooperatively by the states, the
Federal government, and local government units to the
maximum extent practicable to safeguard the health and
well-being of the nation's population and raise the levels
of nutrition among low-income households " The
food stamp program may only be inauguarated "at the
request cf an appropriate state agency" which shall
"submit for approval a plan of operation specifying the
manner in which such program will be conducted within
the State (and) the poltical subdivision within the
State."

In the early winter of 1969, the Migrant Research
Project made a comparative study of food distributed in
18 counties of ten states which are heavily populated
by migrants during given times of each year. The pur-
pose of the survey was to determine to what degree
migrants share in food programs either during the work
season or during the winter season. Based on information
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previously gathered, it was obvious that the currently
administered food programs were not reaching a high
percentage of the migrant population.

The selection of states in the study included those
with the greatest migrant populations, either "home
based" or migrating into the state to assist in seasonal
agricultural work. The counties were selected for this
study based on the size of the migrant population, but
only included those where a food stamp or food com-
modity distribution program was in effect during 1963.

Figures for determining migrant populations in the
counties selected were as listed in the 1969 Report of
the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor. Monthly
reports of the United States Department of Agriculture
Consumer and Marketing Services, Food Assistance
Programs, were used as the source of information on the
average number of persons assisted per month over the
designated period. The purpose of the dual period
analysis was to compare the level of participation in
food assistance programs during those periods of time
when migrant workers impacted the area to other periods
of the year when there were few or no migrants in
the county.

Florida and Texas were used for the home-base states.
Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Oregon,
Washington, and Wisconsin were used as the "in
stream" states.

Of the ten states studied, Texal, Michigan, and Wis-
consin showed an increase in the average number of per-
sons assisted in a month when migrants were present.
In Texas, less than 16% of the migrants in the counties
studied were served with public food assistance programs
in the month studied. However, migrants fared better
in Texas than in any of the other stream states. In
Michigan, less than 2% of the migrants in any county
studied were included in county food programs; in
Wisconsin less than .001% were included. In the other
states, fewer people were fed during the peak season
than at other times of the year! Therefore, we can make
the assumption that few or no migrants participated in
public food programs in these states.

Follow-up studies were done in each of the studied
states during the course of the year. The purpose was
to determine how and why migrants, who are among the
lowest paid of all United States citizens, were not par-
ticipating in food programs.

Our study of selected state plans, and the implementa-
tion of such plans, show all too clearly that migratory
agricultural workers were not considered or planned for
in the development' of state plans approved by the
United States Department of Agriculture.

This Government agency, through its tremendous re-
sources, has available to it information on: a) the rate
of mechanization in agriculture, b) knowledge as to
timing of the harvest, c) knowledge as to long-range
weather predictions, d) knowledge as to projected skills
needed in agricultural work, e) knowledge as to the
number of workers needed now and in the future, etc.
Much of this information through U.S.D.A.'s research



funds is made available to growers and growers' associa-
tions. None of it, seemingly, is made available to assist
migrant agricultural workers. Were this information
brought to bear in studying and approving state plans
for the distribution of food, most of the problems
migrants face in participating in such programs would
be eliminated, It is ironic that the migrant agricultural
worker cannot receive from the Department of Agricul-
ture sufficient concern to allow him to assist in harvest-
ing food for the world.

Lack of Planning by Department of Agriculture
A serious obstacle to significant migrant participation

in the federal food programs relates to the data relied
upon by U.S.D.A. in formulating and evaluating its food
programs. Based upon discussions between MRP staff
members and U.S.D.A. officials in charge of administer-
ing the federal food programs, the following seems
clear:

1) U.S.D.A. food officials do not consider nor do
they rely upon information collected by other
branches of U.S.D.A. where it concerns matters
directly affecting the hunger and nutritional
needs of migrants. (An example would be the
availability of work to the migrants due to
weather and crop conditions or the increasing
use of mechanization, even thuugh such informa-
tion is made available to the migrants' em-
ployer.)

2) policy-making officials do not require tabula-
tions or studies of migraht participation in
federal food programs in spite of the availability
of such information under the record keeping
and reporting requirements of relevant acts.

3) the statistical data gathered through the United
States Bureau of the Census and relied upon
U.S.D.A. to make policy decisions is inadequate
because the base of the sample used contains less
than 50,000 persons, nor does the data set forth
include a detailed breakdown within the category
of "Mixed Farm Working Force" of days worked
and wages earned on farm and non-farm em-
ployment. The 1970 census offers little prospect
of a clearer profile of the special characteristics
of migrants as a population group. The decennial
census, including the 1970 survey presently
underway, is not structured to differentiate
between migrants and all other farm workers.
In fact, it would be impossible to do so since
Government agencies have failed to agree upon
a definition of a -migrant agricultural worker."
U.S. Department of Labor, The U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the Office of
Economic Opportunity have developed independ-
ent definitions of eligibility for their various
programs with respect to a "migrant." At times,
there have been conflicting definitions developed
for programs within a Department. As a result,
the "migrant worker" is a "migrant worker" for
one program, but, at the same time, may not be
a "migrant worker" for another government pro-
gram.

Even assuming that better data collection methods
were employed by U.S.D.A., there are other institutional-
ized impediments to an effective evaluation of migrant
participation in food programs. There is no systematic
collection of information on an annual basis (e.g., a
yearly updating of the decennial survey) with suitable
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detail to enable planning, execution, and assessment of
existing programs or the tailoring of programs to meet
the nutritional, employment, and other needs of migrants.
In short, there is a need to build into the data collection
process the utilization of social indicators a form of
social accounting to guarantee that the actual condi-
tions under which migrants live are recorded and to
measure the changes in those conditions over a period
of tine.

Furthermore, since more than one department of the
federal government is charged with responsibility for
alleviating the migrants plight, there is a need to create,
an interdepartmental council to oversee and integrate on
a coordinated basis an effort to redress some of the
current and easily anticipated problems that beset the
migrant e.g., his health and nutritional needs, dis-
placement by mechanization and generally uncertain
employment opporturitt.s, and substandard housing con-
ditions to name only a few of the ills capable of
immediate interdepartmental action.

Under' th3 existing circumstances, It is submitted
that the Secretary of Agriculture has a clear legal duty

develop programs In 1970 to increase substantially
migrant access to, and participation in, federal food
stamp and commodity distribution programs. It Is clear
that the Secretary of Agriculture possesses sufficient
discretion to take positive steps by regulation or formal
instruction to abate significantly the hunger and nutri-
tional crises facing the many migrants In our country
today under either the food stamp or commodities dis-
tribution statutes.

FOOD STAMPS
Migrants generally arrive to harvest crops well in

advance of the season and need food to survive. Barriers
which made it impossible for food stamp participation by
migrant and seasonal agricultural workers served by
the Migrant Research Project last year can be categor-
ized as follows:

(1) both home-base counties and stream-state coml
ties are not prepared to service people other than
local residents

(2) extensive documentation Is required of non.
residents both for certification and for the estab-
lishment of hardship deductions in income com-
putation

(3) requirements vary from county to county
(4) food-stamp out-reach workers assigned to farm

areas and migrant camps are practically non-
existent

(5) office hours vary from a few hours per week or
a few days per month to more reasonable hours

(6) food-stamp sales may be delegated to banks or
other financial institutions, keeping banking
hours

(7) emergency hours during the evening, weekends,
or holidays are practically unknown

(8) income verification for a worker who has many
employers and rarely receives pay stubs is almost
impossible; an alternative would be the Declara
tion Process now being used by several states in
their assistance programs

(0) resources, such as work-related resources, e.g.,
a car or truck disqualifies a person from parL.....
ticipation in food programs in many areas of th
nation

(10) residency may be the cause of ineligibility for
food stamps since U.S.D.A. guidelineo do not
specifically rule it out



there is no formal and effective complaint pro-
cedure to report failure to comply with a state
plan
certification and eligibility standards do not take

consideration persons having no income or
irregular income
practice of selling food stamps only once a month
and not allowing for purchase at less than
the full month at a time, eliminates migrants
and others with sporadic income
independent of its effect on the continued par-
tininAlon requirement, of "lump sum purchase"
requirement works particular hardship on mi-
grants who have no steady source of income.

COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION

Commodity Distribution programs present many of
the same barriers to migrants who wish to participate
In this type of food program. Surveys and reports we
have studied indicate that:

(1) food distribution points are at inconvenient
locations;

(2) there is a consistent failure on the part of U.S..
D.A. to allow O.E.O. grantees, indigeneous
groups or others to administer the programs;

(3) rigidity in administration of the programs as to
dates, place, and time of distribution, as well as
places of certification and recertification, elimi-
nate migrants from participating in the program;

(4) income entification procedures force migrants to
verify matters not possible; simplified affidavit
of certification could be substituted;

(5) general lark of uniformity in rules and practices
relating to certification due to absolute respon-
sibility for making decisions at the local level;
simple delay in certification disqualifies a mi-
grant who has to move on, or may have work
in the interim. There Is often up to 1. month's
delay between certification and distribution;

(6) income and liquid Resets allowable varies from
county to county and in some Instances, seem-
ingly, from person to person;

(7) too frequently, county agencies make no pro-
visions for people who cannot communicate in
English;

(8) transportation is a major problem for migrants
who must travel many miles to a distribution
centertone county welfare director suggested
in an interview with 11111' staff that if the mi-
grant had transportation money to go the 70
miles round-trip to the center, he hcd enough
money rot to ktuallry for funds);

(9) lack of a rtfrigetator in which to store perish-
ables, prohibits migrants from participating in
the program;

(11) food available is not consistfret with the cultural
and eating practices of rnigiantsif the migrant
worker suggests that some food items will not
be welcomed, hi' may be told that he isn't hungry
and therefore. doesn't need the fold;

(12) lack of education programs a. to value of and
preparation of foods available;

(13) lack of available foods in many counties.
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SCIICK)L LUNCH
School lunch programs in stream states also are pro-

grammed for resident children and rarely have sufficient
fw.ds available to provide for migrant children who
come into the stream states in the spring of the year.
Frequently, migrant children enter an affluent com-
munity and enroll in a school which had no need for a
school lunch program for resident children.. Under
current regulatiens, budgets for school lunch programs
must be geared to a fiscal year basis and not to a
quarterly basis which would allow the school to accom-
odate the very special and seasonal needs which accom-
pany the impact of migrants. As a result, migrant
children do without lunch at school or use emergency
food money supplied by O.E.O. !n order to eat.

Welfare and Health
The exclusion of migrants from welfare programs may

stem .most immediately from the indifference of local
welfare administrators. However, it also flows from
restrictive legislation and budgeting at the federal and
state levels.

Based on Income, almost all of the migrants served
through the Migrant Research Project, are eligible for
welfare. The major reason they do not receive categorical
assistance is because the father resides with the family.
In stream states they are denied assistanceeven on an
emergency basisbecause of residency requirements. In
most counties, if a dire emergency exists, the county will
provide the cheapest, immediate public transportation
to the homebase, but will not provide emergency assist-
ance. This seems to be true even in states where the
state office will reimburse the county up to 100% of
emergency costs at the end of the year.

Health care for migrants is virtually unknown except
through migrant health clinics, The services from the
clinics are limited, primarily to immediate and
minor Illnesses and referrals. Limited funds are avail-
able for hospitalization in some areas. More clinics and
hospitalization could have been available through this
program had state health departments considered health
care of migrants more important than camp inspections.

Illnesses such as birth defects, drug addiction,
alcoholism, and mental health problems are fundament-
ally ignored by health programs. In counties where funds
are available to provide free health care at state how
pitals, welfare directors save their allocation for per-
manent residents.

Budgeting for hospital care, under the Migrant Health
Act, is based on 60% of hospital operating costs as
determined by audits performed by federal accountants
to determine allowable costs under Medicare. Medicare
audits do not admit charity costs as horAtal operating
costs. Bad debts, however, are admitted as operating
costs. Under this regulation, if a hospital provides
charity to patients, up to 20% of its operating costs,
Medicare payments are set at 80% of cost. The Migrant
Health Act funds are then limited to 60% of the allow-
able 80%, or approximately 48% of the migrant patient's
costs. This means that the hospital, in this instance,
must assume 52% of the cost for each migrant patient.
If a hospital is to serve migrants under these conditions,
they must absorb the greater percent of the cost; or
must refuse charity patients and force bona fide charity
patients into the position of refusing hospital care or
acquiring debts impossible for them to pay.



Lack of residency either in the homebase or in Het
stream states has complicated easy solutions to the
common problems that plague migrancy. Low wegea,
lack of decent housing, lack of organization, child labor,
language deficiencies, e..c., are only results of the voca-
tion the migrant pursues and his lack of coverage under
the laws governing the laboring forces of the nation.

Efforts to gain inclusion under these laws have not
bton fruitful. Ir. recent years, many organizations have
attempted to provide support for coverage of agricultural
workers under the National Labor Rc'ations Act. With-
out a political constituency 01 his own, the migrant
worker has been unable to negate the powerful lobbying
forces of the industry which employs him. Not only
does the migrant lack voting power in his homebase
areas, he has not had the benefit of being the respon-
sibility of any particular department of the federal goy-
ernment. Recognized by the White House Conference on
Food, Nutrition, and Health as being a special respon-
sibility of the United States government, this respon-
sibility has not, as yet, been recognized and dealt with
in an affirmative r..ianner, by the Congress of the United
States. Ou: research has shown that the migrant worker
and agriculture have a vested interest in the well-being
heavily weighted the equation in favor of the agriculture
industry by the creation of the Department of Agricul-
ture and the many services available to the growers and
processors. Consideration must be given to extending
these services to the laboring force of agriculture and
accepting the responsibility for its well-being. People
are surely as important as crops. Lack of voting power
and success in passage of legislation which could alter
the pattern of existence for migrants by improving the
living and working conditions, has resulted in other
means for redress of grievances being sought by mi-
grant workers and by those concerned with his plight.

The Migrant Research Project has attacked the prob-
lem in three ways: through the courts, through testi-
mony trfore Congressional Committees, and through
participation in the structure of the White House Con-
ference on Food, Nutrition, and Health.

In addition, a ms 'r effort of MRP has been to enter
into negotiation at the Federal level with various de-
partments of government, to interpret to them prob-
lems and d'fficultics encountered by migrant workers
in participating in various Federal programs and receiv-
of each other. It would appear that the country has
ing benefit from them. As reported in Part II of this
report, one of the major problems in purchasing food
stamps was the inability of county welfare offices to
verify income or the practice of counting the value of
food purchased by 'MP grantees as income used in
determining eligibility of migrants to participate in the
program. It should be noted county welfare officials had
authority, had they wished to use it, to certify hungry
migrants for food assistance for the first 30 day period
upon application without waiting for the income to be
verified.

Upon request by MRP the food stamp office of the
United States Department of Agriculture was helpful
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in interpreting the regulations governing O.E.O. funded
assistance to the state welfare agencies. Additionally,
MRP was able to work with the National School Lunch
Program to extend this program to cover many more
migrant. Itildren.

Since change through legislative and administrative
process Is recognizably slow, the Migrant Research
Project has also served as co-counsel and provided legal
research in several court cases which if successfully con-
cluded will cause change to occur in both administrative
processn and within the peonage of migrancy itself.
Change Through The Courts

Acting of-counsel with the Colorado Rural Legal Ser-
vices, MRP has filed two companion cases in Colorado
challenging two provisions of the Sugar Act of 1948.
The Act, among other things, controls the wage rates
of workers in the sugar industry. It applies not only to
picking rates, but also wage scales for such work as
weeding and raking. The cases challenge provisions
setting up boards to settle wage disputes between the
workers and the growers. These boards, set up under
authority given to the Secretary of Agriculture, consist
of growers in the area of the beard's jurisdiction. Mi-
grants are not represented on the boards. The challenge
is based on the general principle that one party Li a
dispute, or those closely related and with identical in-
(crests, should not also be the judge of that dispute.

The second case deals with payment of wages through
crew leaders. The Sugar Act requires direct payment
to the workers by the grower employers unless the
migrant signs a permission slip that designates other-
wise. In this case the grower practice is to pay the
crew chief who Is eupposed to pay the worker. This suit
is based on the premi le that the crew leader has oppor-
tunity and altedgedly does retain a portion of the pay
for his personal use and that the migrant has nothing
to say about whether or not he gets paid directly. This
is felt to be a violation of the intent of the law.
Access to Property Issue

Another legal issue where MRP has acted as co-
counsel on behalf of a migrant plaintiff is in Iowa.
Migrants throughout the nation are often denied the
right to determine freely who will visit them in their
migrant camp homes. This case is a freedom of access
issue and is based on the fourteenth amendment to the
constiution which allcws for the right to peacefully
0-...semble and enjoy freedom of speech. The issue is
expected to first be heard in Federal court during June
of MO. A successful ruling could be important for
migrants everywhere.

Access to the courts is an important tool for migrants
in all areas of grievance. Justice is often denied by
the discriminatory practice of the exemption of agrkul-
tural workers from laws which govern wages,s-Korking
conditions, health, and safety. Favorable court rulings
will be important in altering the legislation which
currently insure these exclusions.



Suit Under Fair Labor Standards Act
In New Bern, North Carolina, the Migrant Research

Project was asked by local officials and migrant farm
workers in the area to extend both emergency food
service and legal research to a group of seasonal agricul-
tural workers who, because of very low wages and
alledged brutality of crew chiefs, began a strike in
Cr^ven and two adjoining counties against a blueberry

wer.
The emergency food assistance was provided by the

Migrant Service Center Project since the Migrant Re-
search funds were too limited at that time. This money
was particularly critical since it had the effect of allow-
ing both aides a "cooling off" period during which time
Duke University was able to arrange for investigators to
determine the fairness and accuracies of the charges.

The leaders of the strike were arrested and Duke
University, with assistance of the Migrant Research
Project, filed action in August of 1969 to obtain for the
blueberry pickers, minimum wage coverage under the
Fair Labor Standards Act. In 1967 this Act, for the first
time, included wage coverage for agricultural workers.

There are at least two side results of the strike and
subsequent court case. The first is a season case based
upon Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In this
action, it is alledged that the merchants in the area
refuse to hire blacks in industry, thereby forcing them
either to remain field workers or migrate from the area.
This trend to out-migration of males resi.lts in the
agricultural industry relying heavily upon black women
and children for their low-paid work force.

The second recAlt of suit is the improved wages
and working conditions in the cotton and tobacco crops.
Avoidance of additional strikes and possibility of addi-
tional minimum wage suits was, no doubt, the impetus
for this improvement.

During the course of project involvement, Migrant
Research Project contacted the Department of Justice,
Civil Rights Commission, Migrant Service Center, Wage
and Hour Division, Department of Labor (Raliegh, North
Carolina), Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor,
church leaders, Duke Legal Aid Clink, and the lawyer
for several persons arrested in the incident to insure
coordination.

Testimony Before. Congressional Committees
Several times in the past year, the Migrant Research

Project staff has been requested by Congressional Com-
mittees to present testimony relative to the finding of
the project in working with and interviewing migrants on
a one-to-one basis.

Testimony before the House Committee on Education
and Labor, (Perkins Committee) centered mainly on
demographic information and more Imp( tautly the
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administrative barriers to participation in existing fund
and welfare programs which deter migrant participation.
Attention was called to the conditions which exist as a
result of the number and realm of decisions left up to
the discretion of county officials and case workers. The
limitation arbitrarily placed on the number of times a
needy family in poverty can apply for and receive food
assistance and the impossibility of the certification
processes here pointed up as failures of govetinental
agencies to impartially administer programs for the
welfare of all citizens. Additionally, the Migrant Mi-
grant Research Project staff's testimony presented facts
on the inadequacy of the food stamp program to provide
even the minimum basic diet as set forth by the U.S.D.A.
Without additional income with which to purchase
additional food, malnutrition and starvation is produced
by reliance strictly on government food programs for
subsistence.

The Migrant Research Project staff's testimony before
the Perkins Committee also pointed up the inadequacy
of medical services for migrants and the need for major
revisions in the Medicaid program to prohibit states
from imposing residency requirements of any kind for
participation in the program. In Texas, for example,
only persons already categorized as "needy" under th.
Social Security program are eligible for Medicaid. Texas
as does some of the other states has no category for
"medically needy which c ould also make him eligible for
Medicaid. Therefore, a family with a mother, father and
sick children cannot receive medical attention under the
Medicaid program no matter how great their medical
need.

Other A§,sistanee
Other assistance provided by the Migrant Research

Project of Congressional Committees centered mainly
around the preparation of material which has been
included on pages 31 through 33 of the 1969 Report
of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare United
States Senate math. by its Subcommittee on Migratory
Labor, Report No. 91.83 on February 19, 1969. This
section headed Nutrition again deals with the acute
problems of hunger and malnutrition among migrant
families. The testimony points up the problems ex-
perienced by migrants in gaining food assistance under
programs designed and administered for a stable popula-
tion. Those problems are compounded by the lack of
non-governmental resources, such as local credit or
private charity normally provided by communities to
their residents. Of the 13 million dollars appropriated
by Congress in fiscal 1968 for supplementary emergency
food and medical services, to increase participatie
in federal food programs over a 6 month period, only
$350,000 was set aside for migrant families. In fiscal
1969, the total appropriation for a 12 month period was
only 17 million dollars for the entire population.



WORKER SURVEY SAMPLING
Basically, the Migrant Research Project was con-

.ived to gather two types of information, i.e., the
;tent tc which migrant workers and their families were

were not receiving welfare assistance through estab-
Lhed channels; and the reason or reasons special
nergency MRP assistance was needed to meet their
od needs.
To clearly define the problem, it was essential to
ether more specific information relative to the re-
vitment and employment pattern of the workers. To
ether these facts, it was determined to undertake a
.mpling of workers in a nild-west stream state and a
r-west state. Iowa/southern Minnesota and Illinois
ere selected in the mid-west since it was possible to
mple a larger percentage of the total migrant popula-
m in the area including Iowa southern Minnesota and
estern Illinois. The state of Wasvgington was selected
the far west. New York State was also included in

e east coast stream and was affixed as a control
.oup since ,.to persons in the New York sampling
?re certified to receive MRP assistance. It is interesting
note the similarity between the New York State nil-

ant and the groups receiving MRP assistance.
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Chapter SPECIAL STUDIES

The tables included in this report may not, is all
'ances, total to the number of responses indicated
r the indivifaual state. This is caused by the fact not
1 migrants responded to all questions. The reader
ould be aware that due to irregularity of employment
d working conditions not all questions were con-
lered to be applicable by the migrant at the time of the
rvey.
In the majority of instances, persons doing work as
grant agricultural workers had been in the stream
ly 1 to 5 years or had been migrants for at least
to 25 years. This raises the question of what is

ppening to the young adults.
This situation may be caused in pa.-t by the rapid
Kh a nits tion of the crops in Texas and in part by the
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green card holders coming across the border and dis-
placing domestic workers. At any rate, people are ap-
parently being forced into the migrant stream in greater
numbers. The United States Department of Agriculture
reported this trend in 1965 with statistics showing an
increase in migrants from 11% to 15% from 1949 to
1965*. Apparently this increase is still occurring 4 years
later despite the effort to enroll migrants in skid train-
ing programs to ease the transition from agricultural to
industrial employment.

The complete breakout for the sampled states is as
follows:
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In view of the more stringent housing standards re-
quired by the U.S. Department of Labor for the recruit-
ment of workers th!nugh the Employment Security Com-
mission, and in an effort to determine the practices gov-
erning the employment of migrants which affezted their
ability to plan for and effectively provide at least
minimum daily requirements for their families, the MRP
Worker Survey Sampling surfaced other general infor-
mation related to the problem.

These generally fell into two categories: information
relative. to recruitment practices and information relative
to wages. Responses are indicated in the charts below.
It should be noted the number of migrants surveyed who
were recruited through the Employment Security Com-
mission was so small that it is included under the head-
ing "other" in the chart.
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From the above chart, it is easy to note the majorit$
of migrants are recruited in the homebase areas through`
friends and personal contacts. The arrangements are
casual and very few workers actually are employed under
a bona fide contractual arrangement. Only in Iowa,



where 13 of the migrants interviewed had signed what
they believed to be a contract, did the majority of
workers responding to the question Indicate they had
received a copy of the document. MRP was unable to
verify its authenticity as a contract.

Since the majority of migrants indicated they had
been recruited to join a crew through a friend, the MRP
interview included a question to determine the widening
effect of such recruitment and if those workers being
recruited by friends were asked to recruit Additional
workers either within their own families or arrAng their
acquaintances. Although the number of respeikee was
small, it does indicate the enormity of the protlem the
homebase states face in enforcement of legislation gov-
erning recruitment.

Enter of looraltd Mims Asked to hermit Additional Worker.
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The number of children doing agricultural field work
is generally accepted as being large. However, the
matter of actual recruitment of such children is r
question.

There can be no denying the complexity of the prob-
lem of adequate enforcement of the Il.nited amount of
child labor legislation which could protect migrant chil-
dren. Part of the soguran lies in the recruitment process.
The VittP survey of migrants asked if children were
being recruited either over 14 years of age or under 14
years of age. Responses were as follows out of 416
returns:
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A loan against future earnings is most often the only
"ticket" a migrant has to his seasoriel employment. To
get to his work site, he must borrow from the employer.
The MRP survey in the target states, however, In-
dicated this practice may be undergoing a change. In
Iowa, for instance, out of 99 responses, 79% indicated
they hail not borrowed from the upstream employer to
get to the work site. Of the 21 who had borrowed trans-
portation funds, only 13 indicated they had signed a
promisary note for repayment of the loan. In Minnesota,
55% of those interviewed indicated they had not been
forced to borrow travel money. However, of the
Minnesota migraats responding, 61% or 23 heads-of-
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Minnesota

households borrowing from the employer indicated they
had signed promissory notes. In 1Vashington, it was
practically evenly divided between those who found
it necessary to borrow money /laid those who did not do
so. Only 49% or 37 heads-of-household negotiated a
travel loan; of these 72% had not signed a note. The
situation was similar among the New York group where
63% or 22 responding did not borrow money for travel.
When loans were made 80% indicated they had not
signed a promissory note. In Illinois, no migrants inter-
viewed indicated they had borrowed funds for travel.
However there were only 18 responses to the question.

MRP is unable to draw any conclusion as to this trend
and what alternatives there may be developing for re-
sources. Certainly MRP was not able to determine that
greater numbers of migrants were finding winter em-
ployment in the homebase areas; indeed the reverse was
true. However, this could be a partial indicator of the
impact being made by stipended adult education training
programs. It may also be the result of a change in mode
of transportation and site of crews. This would seem
to be substantiated in part by information received from
the Chicago Regional Office of the U.S. Department of
Labor who Indicated job orders received are being placed
for larger, but fewer crews for 1970. Those traveling
may be traveling by truck vs. family automobile.

It is commonly believed there are certain guaranteed
prequisites enjoyed by migrant workers such as free
housing, utilities, interest-free loans, etc. In order to
determine the way promises and guarantees were being
made against those benefits actually received, migrants
were asked to list recruitment promises. These have
been tabulated as follows in the target states:
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Normally, working people in this nation enjoy regular
pay periods. In order to determine the pay intervals
available to migrant workers which can provide funds to
enable families to participate in food programs, the MRP
survey defined the time sequence of pay periods in the
target state areas.

The question determined not only the intervals between
pay periods, if regular pay periods were established,
but also whether or not pay records were kept and if
so, by whom. Results were as follows:
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Out of 400 responses, the table indicates that when
the migrant was aware of written records being kept
regarding the amount of his earn;ngs, these records **eve
kept by the grower and subject to the grower's control.
Less than 50% of the workers had records of their earn
ings which explains part of the difficulty in applying
for welfare and food assistance even when they were
eligible for such assistance. MRP was not able to deter-
mine if the records maintained also indicated hours
worked in order to determine the hourly rate actually
earned in relation to the minimum wage hour even in
those instances when it was applicable.

The practice of family earnings being credited to the
head of.the-hougehold causes major difficulties for work-
ers in accruing social security credits for old age ass:st-
ance. It does enable the grower to maintain a simplified
bookkeeping system and requires less reporting on his
part to the Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security
Administration. and appropriate state and local agencies.
It conceivably could also cause families to be disqualified
from participation in food programs in those instances
where minor sons and daughters were married and could
be certified as a family unit if separate cooking facilities
or schedules could be maintained.

To determine the incidence of paying wages to one
member of the family rather than to each individual ern.
p!oyee as is generally required of industrial employers,
migrants were asked to respond on the practice:
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There can be no doubt that migrant workers are not
receiving credit for their individual earnings in the
target areas surveyed. Without doubt, the failure of
employers to maintain and provide adequate records of
earnings to individual migrant workers decreases the
number of needy migrants able to be certified for food
programs for which they may be eligible.

It is also important to persons applying for food assist.
ance to not only show proof of income, but also to be
able to provide proof of various deductions from gross
pay which may be counted as hardship deductions in
applying for food assistance. In all instances in the
target areas, migrants reported deductions were made
from their gross pay. The majority of workers surveyed
felt the deductions made were fair as they understood
the conditions of their employment.
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The final question asked in the special worker slimy
sampling was designed to determine what was the effect
of underemployment or days lost on the earnings of
migrants. As expected, all workers reported days not
worked. Indeed, this was the major reason reported for
this need of special MRP food assistance as Indicated In
the `tsom pa nyin g chart:
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The number of migrants reporting irregular em-
ployment and periods of unemployment during the peak
work season was 948 workers. This irregularity of em-
ployment and underemployment during the peak earning
season limits the amount available to workers for the
purchase of food. In addition, workers were often kept
from participation in the food stamp program by two
practices employed by growers and processing companies
to enable them to guarantee credit to local trades people
and to defer capital expenditures of growers until the
end of the season when crops are harvested and sold.
These practices are the establishment of credit or charge
accounts with local grocrs or the issuing of private food
coupons, the valae of which is deducted from gross pay
and redeemed from local merchants by the growers. (See
section on food coupons.)

This practice disallows the bonus purchasing power of
Federal Food Stamps.
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The worker survey form surfaced many of the con-
tributing causes of migrant poverty. Because all tabu-
lations were done m-- ,:wally by staff, it was necessary
to cut off further tabLiations on September 30, 1969.
Therefore, not all samplings are included in this report.
However, indications are that final tabulations will not
deviate greatly from the reported percentages.



The conclusions reached by the U.S. Senate Subcom-
mittee on Migratory Labor in reports published in 1969,
made it apparent that further research and more
accurate documentation would be necessary before solu-
tions to the problems brought out during the committee
hearings could be found.

The Migrant Research Project of the Manpower Evalu-
ation and Development Institute and the Division of
Family Services, Department of Health and Social Ser-
vices, State of Wisconsin undertook to provide the docu-
mentation necessary. The demonstration study was
initiated in the summer of 1969. The puipose of the
study was to provide a more specific Indication as to the
extent ano cause of the problems of hunger and malnu-
trition among the migrant families working in the stream
and to deermine, if, under optimum conditions, migrants
could receive necessary assistance through existing pro-
grams as presently structured.

The Migrant Research Project provided funds for
emergency food services, when needed. The study In-
volved 6 counties in the central portion of Wisconsin,
where the highest cencentration of migrants would be
for the summer months. The total sample included 381
families, consisting of some 220') individuals.

Final conclusions based on the data presented have
not as yet been formulated. A special report written
jointly by the Migrant Research Project and the Division
of Family Services, Wisconsin State Department of
Health and Social Services will be published within the
near future. Copies will be available from either agency.

It can be stated at this time however, that due to thz
joint project the increase in migrants served in one
county alone by the food program increased 300%. The
increase in the other counties studied also showed equally
astounding increases. It is hoped this report will pro-
vide at least a part of the information needed to modify
the existing programs or to design new ones to meet the
specific needs of the migratory worker, compatible to
the goals for service presented in the Senate Subcommit-
tee report.

As brought out in the Subcommittee report, one of the
problems migrants frequently faced is hunger and mal-
nutrition. UnAtable characteristics of the farming in-
dustry combined with encroaching mechanization dic-
tates the financial insecurity of the migrant group.

The project was conducted in Adams, Columbia, Green
Lake, Portage, Marquette. and Vaushara counties. These
counties were jointly selected by the State of Wisconsin
and the Migrant Research Project because of the con-
centration of migrants in the area as well as the im-
plementation of three different types of food programs.
Counties with food stamp programs were Adams, Mar-
quette and Columbia. Commodity Distribution counties
were Waushara and Portage, while Green Lake county
had neither program at that time, but since the project
had ended, has implemented the Commodity Distribution
program. Additionally, the project utilized 6 other
counties as a control group. They were the food stamp
counties of Door and Milwaukee and the Commodity
Distribution counties of Oconto, Kenosha, Waupaca and
Dane.

The migrant families who participated in the study
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applied for emergency food services during the months
of June, July, or August. The average size of the family
(See Figure 1) was six persons. The average stated
income was between $2,000 and $2,400. (See Figure 4).
The average stated monthly income for the preceding
month was between $300 and $400 per family. This rela-
tively high figure can be accounted for by the fact that
the migrants in the Wisconsin project areas accrue
approximately 49% of the total annual income during the
three summer months of his greatest employment. The
balance of the annual Income is accrued over the remain-
ing nine month period from both farm and non-farm
sources.
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It is quite evident, even from our preliminary calcula-
tions, that any consideration of a migrant's monthly
income out of the content of annual income is likely to be
grossly misleading. For this reason, the current food
stamp program and other resources Jf public assistance,
which have eligibility requirements based on monthly
income levels, are often not available to the migrant. In
Wisconsin, for example, the allowable monthly income
for a family of six is $350. Since the average stated
income for the previous month, according to initial cal-
culations, is between $300 and WO. it is conceivable
that some of the families could have been ruled ineligible
for services because of Income reqvirements even though
their annual income was far below the index of poverty.

The figures on amount of expenses and financial come
mitments incurred by the migrant families in the study
are not yet available. It would appear, however, that
one of the primary reasons for needing emergency
assistance during the summer months Is because most
of the income is applied lo debts incurred during
the previous year, or as a cost of traveling to the
worksite and cost of maintrining the work crew in-
stream. Although it was apparent that the weather
conditions were a major contributor to tl'e problems
in 'Wisconsin last summer, there were undoubtedly other
variables which are emerging from the data, which wert,
also important casual factors.

An anal)sis of the data in one county where 313
families received commodity foods for a two-week period
from July 16, to August 1. 1969 revealed the following
information:



Average Size Family -

Number reporting debts
on houses, cars, hospi-
tal etc.

6.1 members

111 - 85%

Number with funds in
bank 1 - $200.00

1 - $300.00
1 - $1000.00

Number receiving wel-
fare in Texas 3

One of the target areas of the pilot study was informa-
tion on the number of migrants participating in welfare
programs and other existing services availab le, as well
as the emergency food services.

The most frequently received service by those mi-
grants included in the sampling, was surplus food com-
modities. (See Fig. 5). Not quite 6f x of the migrant
families surveyed were receiving, or had received, sur-
plus commodities from the counties. The next most fre-
quently utilited service was the HEW Health Program in
which almost 20% of the families indicated they had
participated. It is important to note that other services
purportedly available to needy people, such as welfare,
Medicaid, School Lunch, Medicare, and Head Start did
not have a large migrant participation.

It should be emphasized again that the figures in-
eluded are based on the preliminary tabulations and not
intended to be construed as being statistically final at
this point. However, information tabulated thus far,
seems to coroborate the findings of the &nab! Subcom-
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mittee report. It would appear that, as suggested in the
Subcommittee report, there is a pressing need for modi-
fication of some of the existing programs, or to create
new programs which would be designed to fit the needs
of the migrant population. In the Wisconsin project, It
was clearly demonstrated that it is illconceived to at-
tempt to incorporate Into preseht structures designed
to meet the needs of a resident population, citizens of a
mobile nature. This is true of all the major public in-
stitutions. It is especially true in welfare agencies. It
was also made apparent that further studies in more
specific areas are called for to provide efficient admin-
istration of any programs initiated.

Based upon the 1969 Wisconsin summer food project
and the difficulties encountered in its implementation,
it is the recommendation of the Wisconsin State Depart-
ment of Health and Social Services, Division of Family
Services and the Migrant Research Project that the
United States Congress enact legislation to ensure equal
benefits of welfare assistance to all its citizens. It is
further the recommendation that this be accomplished by
the enactment of uniform standards of eligibility and
benefits for all Federally assisted programs in all states.
Tabulations

The statistical data for the survey is presented in bar
graph form, based on percentages. All percentages in the
graphs have been rounded to the nearest whole percent,
and for this reason slight errors due to rounding may be
noted. Figures included in the tables are those figures
actually derived from the survey data. Formula used
computing the median for the income figures is as fol.
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lows: ( 1+2 FB i. ) All graphn were hand drawn and
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were not intended to be construed as anything other
than graphic reptesentatiou from an estimated scale.
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During the spring of 1969, MRP conducted a brief one-
week survey In six counties of south Texas to determine
why migrants in the area were not participating to a
fuller extent in the surplus commodity program.

Reports of hunger were widespread and requests were
repeatedly being made for emergency MRP funds to
feed migrants in the valley.

The survey was conducted by migrant workers over
a five-Clay period. No follow-up effort was made nor was
there any attempt to interview welfare workers to check
the records maintaineci by welfare officials.

However, the results Indicated only one migrant family
out of 49, who responded in the doorto-door random
sampling were received food ass:stance. Reasons for
denial of eligibility listed by those surveyed were as
follows:

Didn't know reason for denial 18%
Income too high 16%
Cut-off from further certification 14 %
Lacked proof of 'ncome 12%
Attitude of officials too many questions 12%
Told to seek work 6%
Reason not clear 6%
Owned auto or truck 4%
Lack of citisenshipis 4%
Told not sufficient food available 2%
No child in familyno commodities 2%
Did not apply 2%
Received 2%
(Represents 49 samplings, 150 answers)

A breakdown of the eight families denied food because
et excess income reveals the unrealistic criteria being
used to Implement food programs.

One head-of-household with 10 family members re-
ported he was denied certification on the basis of his
11,000 annual income. He had no income for the month
he applied. A family of 7 persons with $3,000 Income
was told the county had no more money for food.

A tearful mother of 8 children living on the $180
monthly pension of her husband killed while serving In
the Army was also told her pension disqualified her on
the basis of income even though this amount allowed
5nly $.66 + per person per day for total living ex-
1.nses; not sufficient to meet U.S.D.A. requirements of
76 per day for a basic diet.
The amount of daily per person income available for

total living expenses for those denied assistance on
the basis of too high an income would be as follows
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Chapter IX
If one were to carry this a step further and figure the

amount available for daily food costs as 20 percent of
available income, it is clear the enormity of the problem
faced by malnourished and hungry migrant workers. The
average migrant in the above table would have available
only 101 per day to meet his food needs. No economy
plan yet developed will meet this criteria.

Rounded figures

LYNN COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COMMITTEE, INC., PROJECT .

Late winter and early spring weather in Texas has
been made more accute the usual need for food supple-
ment of the migrant workers wintering in the state
before the spring trek north. The Migrant Research
Project does lot have available statistics too indicate the
actual numt, rs of hungry migrants in Texas. The Office
of Economic Opportunity made available emergency
food and medical services funds to local Community
Action Agencies and to the Title 111.13 Migrant Division
grantees in addition to those funds administered by the
Migrant Research Project.

It is interesting to note how closely the data obtained
from one of the other 0E0 emergency food grantees
and anatyeed by the Migrant Research Project correlates
with MRP statistics. The Lynn County Project raw data
and derriograp:ife information of 149 families receiving
food assistance from that agency. Represented are 98
migrant families and 58 seasonal farm families. Their
annual earnings for the 12 month period of time prior
to March, 1970 based on self - declaration looked like
this:

taus Will* ki saw
pm IMOD S254041003 111.1C04aUl0 Date kW

11 )1 5?

Their declaration of earnings for the previous 30 day
period prior to their application for assistance, hcwe r.
more accurately reflected the extreme hardship felt
the migrant families. most of whom were forced to live
on the little they had earned during an extremely poor
harvest season in the north daring the summer of 1969.
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The size of the family and the ages of the family
members must be considered in determining the amount
of food necessary to maintain the family at a proper
rutritionr.I level. From the above table, it is easy to
note that only 5 families had an income greater than
$300 prior to the month when a request for assistance
was made. Of these 5 families, 2 had 11 members in
their household, 2 had 10 members each in their house-
hold, and the other had 6 members.

An analysis of the 17 families who declared they had
no earnings or income during the 30 day period prior to
application for assistance revealed 1 with 10 family
members, 3 families with 9 members, 3 with 7 members.
All but 5 of these 17 families indicated they had applied
to public welfare for assistance, but had been rejected
for a variety of reasons. One family with 5 members
were told they could not receive assistance because the
size of the family was too small to qualify for the
program! Another family with 7 members, headed by a
20 year old unmarried son had been without food for
5 days. Still the boy was told by the welfare officials
that he should work to support his family. Some of the
families who had not applied for assistance from public
welfare indicated they had not done so because the
welfare officials spoke only English and they understood
only Spanish. Others did not have the necessary trans-
portation available to pia: up the coumodities. A num-
ber of the no income and low-income families reported
they had been refused assistance by the public welfare
officials because they were MIGRANTS

A look at the annual income of the 17 families who
listed no income for the 30 days prior to application for
emergency food varies from $500 for a family of 7
persons to $3,800 for a family of 5 persons. One family
of 9 persons, with 3 persons over the age of 16 years,
had an annual income of $1,000; while the other two
families who listed 9 members each, (with only 3 mem-
bers 16 years of at.e or older) listed an annual income of
$2,500.

Family size for the 149 migrant or seasonal farm
worker families who received emergency food assistance
from the Lynn County Community Development Com-
mittee was as shown in the following table.

OM BY NUMBER IN FAMILY

1 2-4 5 -? 8-10 11-11 14 And oviir

3 77 46 47 16 0

A011 9r FAMILY MEIOSIS

Tura 0-5 6-15 16-21 22-44 45-64 65 +

I of In-
dividual. 7$ 443 97 81 89 7
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(V the 149 family units representing 794 individuals
reflected in the above tables, only 7 families indicated
they were receiving food assistance other than com-
modities, and only 23 family units were participating
even irregularly in the commodity distribution program!
This means that only 20% of the hungry migrants who
should have been eligible to receive commodities, actually
were able to receive any food assistance other than that
available to them through the emergency food program
of 0E0. Other assistance programs made an equally
poor record.

roPSRcENTAOE OF MIGRANT
School Mead-

bet Commodity Lunch Wolfaro BocurIty Start
5% 15$ 11% )% 5% 1%

Even though the School Lunch program made the best
showing, many of the students indicated they were
receiving a reduced price lunch, or that they were
allowed to receive school lunch on credit, but that when
a family member was able to find work, they must repay
for lunches received. Still other families who applied for
free school lunches were turned down because the school
system had exceeded their set quota of students who
could participate in the school lunch program.

A difficulty experienced by many of the elderly
migrants was lack of citizenship. On woman of 66 years
of age was being supported by her 20 year old grand-
daughter who had an annual salary of $ 1,500 and listed
only 70 income during the 30 day period prior to apply-
ing for emergency food assistance. She was denied old
age assistance because of her lack of citizenship even
though she had been a resident of the United States for
60 years!

All in all the reasons for denial for public assistance
were many and varied. One family was certified for
participation in the comodity distribution program and
received foodstuffs twice, however, the eligibility was
cancelled when the weather turned "nice". They were
told that as long as the weather was "nice" they could
not receive 'help".

One of the most heartbreaking reasons given for
denying assistance, was to a family of 9 persons, headed
by a 40 year old male with 6 children. His wife's sister
lived with the family unit. Welfare officials purportedly
told the family that in order to receive assistance, they
would have to ask the sister to leave their home since
this added to their expenses. Assistance would not be
granted any other way!
Year Round Assistance

Because the Migrant Research Project is a national
project, it was possible to trace some travel and earning
patterns of several of the families who required emer-
gency food assistance both while in a stream state and
while in the homebase state during the winter.

Typical of these was the family headed by 40 year old
W V who worked the asparagus
fields in Southern Minnesota in 1967.

This 10 member household wintered in Plainview,
Texas and were recruited through the Texas Employ-
ment Security Commission on April 21, 1969. The official
U.S. Department of Labor form No. 369 (see copy) lists



6 workers in Vie family; none under the age of 16 years.
The family enrolled their young children in a Day

Care, Headstart, and Little I Center operated by an
MRP grantee.

The father listed his annual income for the previous
year at $1,000 at the time they began picking asparagus.
Because every hand counts for both migrant and company
when the "peak season" began. everyone in the family
with the exception of the 2-year-old and the 7-year-old
worked. It is interesting to note the ages of the family
members as listed on the family history sheet of the
school center. In actuality, two of the "workers" were
under the age of 16 years and not "over 16" as
certified by the U.S. Department of Labor (see photo).
The family also listed 7 members as being workers with
the school center. Mr. V in responding to the
MRP worker survey, stated that his euildren were re-
cruited by the Employment Security representative, that
he was not asked their ages, and that they were promised
the same rate of pay as the adults in the family. The
school records showed that only the 4 youngest children
enrolled at the center; the 12 and 15 year olds did not
enroll.

A further inspection of school records show all too well
the effects of the life style patterns of migrant children.

P , age 11, was tested by school officials and
found to be in the 3rd grade. His parents stated he had
attended school only 4 months the past year. In seven
weeks he improved one whole grade in his Botel Reading
Test.

, age 8, placement test indicated this child
operated on a first grade level and did not yet know
her alphabet. Socially withdrawn, at school she played
mainly with her sister. Difficulty with the English
language.

M , age 7, school records indicated this child
was rather withdrawn. Wrote her teacher, "Much of the
time she just sits, too tired to do much of anything . . .
I discovered with 6 brothers, she har to get up very
early to help around the house. This could be the main
reason for her 'laziness.' I try to see the she rests every-
day and she usually falls right to sleep."

, age 2, understood very little English.
Adjustment to other children difficult at enrollment,
soon he played well with others. By the end of the term,
he became aware of sizes, shapes and colors.

At the time of recruitment, Mr. V signed a
promisory note and was given a cash advance of $300.
The family was promised rent-free housing, free medical
attention, and company issued coupon books which
were redeemable for food. Deductions were taken from
his weekly check, however, he rarely undrstood what
these deductions were to cover.

On July 4, 1969, the family left the asparagus fields. It
is believed they returned directly to Texas. However,
on April 13, 1970, the V family again sought
and received food assistance from the MRP grantee.
At this time they stated Mr. V - was unable to
find work and his earnings for the previous 12 month
period was $1,300!
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MIGRANT ACTION PROGRAM Date 523/61
Grower

Grower County

Grower '0' __County 1--c76,;;;-"e_..--
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Chapter IC SPECIAL HOUSING SURVEY
The conditions which migrant workers encounter as

they move from state to state has been described as a
serious crime. Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., in the
forward, entitled "Crime in the Fields," of the 1969
Report by the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Laborl,
cites Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary in defining
what constitutes a crime "a gross violation of human
law; any aggravated offense egainst morality." The 1969
Report, while. considering the entire spectrum of "crimes
in the field" afflicting migrant workers and their fami-
lies, focused upon one of the most acute problems facire.
the migrant worker; the home in which he lives while i,i
the stream.

r

r

44&

The seriousness of the crime may be measured by the
number of people which are affected, i.e., the number of
victims. In 1968, approximately 2'19,000 people were
migrant farm workers2. Most of these workers travel in
family groups so that the total number of people traveling
in the migrant labor stream maybe as high as one million.
If the poor conditions of camps are as widespread as
studies tend to indicate, then nearly all of the migrants
are afflicted.

In discussing the problem with government officials,
both federal and state, it became very apparent that
despite the numerous surveys and reports, very little was
inside migrant labor camps. Although there was a general
belief that the camps were bad, how bad was not actually
known. The Migrant Research Project believed that it
was necessary to gather and present data which would
reflect the condition of the camps as accurately as possi-
ble.

During the summer of 1969, the Migrant Research Pro-
ject, with the cooperation of the United Migrants for
Opportunity, Inc. (UMOI) conducted an intensive survey
of migrant housing in the State of Michigan. Michigan
was chosen because of the large numbers of migrant
workers who enter the state each year in search of agri-
cultural employment. It is estimated that between 50,000
to 100,000 migrant laborers annually come to Michigan
from other states, primarily Texas, in search of employ-
ment. Approximately 3,100 camps, located throughout the
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state, provide housing for these workers.
The purpose of the study conducted by the Migrant

Research Project was to identify and document those
aspects of migrant housing which could be corrected by
enforcement of existing laws and regulations. It was
believed that a major reason why the problems of migrant
workers have not been met is in large part, due to the
lack of specific information and statistics. Thus, a
methodology of research was devised which would satisfy
the objectives of the study.

Methodology
A simplified inspection sheet was designed which

would enable staff members of UMOI, an 0E0 Title III-B
project, to observe and record the conditions which they
found to exist in migrant labor camps In Michigan. since
the OMOI has offices located in various parts of the
state, this enebied a more balanced geographical distri-
bution in the survey sample.

The questions on thu inspection sheet were also de-
signed to provide information revealing the existence of
violations of the Michigan Housing Regulations promul-
gated and enforced by the Michigan Department of Public
Health as well as the Federal Regulations set by the
u.s. Department of Labor. Since most of the states have
enacted regulations similar to those of the USDL, the
inspection sheet was used in other states as well.

A table of random numbers was not used in the selec
Lion of the camps which were inspected because at the
time the survey was commenced, a total list of camps
was not available. A second reason was the time and
cost factor in preparing such a list. Futhermore, the
camps are spread throughout the state and are often diffi-
cult to find. When found, it is often impossible to get
permission from the operater to enter the camps. For
these reasons, the inspections were made on the basis of
information and knowledge of camp locations known to
the UMOI from their extensive contacts with migrant
workers throughout the state. No attempt was made to
single out the worst camps. The results of the survey
appear to be quite reliable. Since the questionnaires
were also used as the basis for inquiry to the Michigan
Department of Public Health and the Michigan Employ-
ment Security Commission, it is possible that more than
the proportionate number of "bad camps" are included.
To compensate for that possibility, when analyzing the
questionnaires for violations of federal and state regula-
tions, all doubts were resolved In favor of the non-viola-
tion.

By the end of the summer, 148 camps had been in-
spected, approximately six percent of the licensed camps
in Michigan. These survey camps were located among 23
counties on the lower Michigan peninsula where the bulk
of Michigan's migrant population are employed. The oc-
supant size of thc camps ranged anywhere from sir to
261 and the total number of migrants living in all o
survey camps totaled in excess of 5,000 persons.



The data collected from the camps which comprised
the survey group provided a firm foundation for analysis
of housing conditions in Michigan's migrant litho: camps.
Before turning to a discussion of the findings, it is
initially important to understand the regulations set by
the Michigan Department of Public Health as well as the
federal regulations set by the USDA.

State and Federal Housing Regulations Governing Migrant
Labor Camps

In an attempt to protect the health and safety of mi-
grants recruited through state employment agencies, the
federal government established guidelines for minimum
standards of habitability of migrant labor camps (Title
20 CFR Sec. 620). These regulations apply whenever ar
employer seeks the assistance of the state employment
agency (In this case, the Michigan Employment Security
Commission) in the interstate recruitment of workers in
agriculture, foods, and related industty. These reale-
tions, therefore, apply with particular force to migrant
workers.

According to the procedures set forth in the Federal
regulations, a grower (employer) who solicits the Michi-
gan Employment Security Commission in recruiting farm
workers from outside the state must state that the labor
camp which he operates conforms to the minimum housing
standards set by the USDA. No inspection or other proof
is required, although an inspection of the camp is re-
quited thirty days prior to the arrival of the workers. If
it is found that the housing conditions do not meet the
federal requirements, the employer will be dated further
recruitment assistance and the present work order will
be canceled.

The Bureau of Employment Security is given the duty
of enforcing the federal regulations and the power to
deny its recruitment facilities to persons who fail to
comply with them. Unfortunately, the administrative
structure of the Bureau of Employment Security ensures
confusion as to the enforcement of the regulations. The
state agencies affiliated with the U.S. Employment Serv-
ice are charged with administering the federal regulations
governing compliance by the camp operators. However,
the state agencies often have an inadequate number of
inspection personnel; and must, therefore, rely on the
camp owner's statement when they grant certification for
the camp and process the clearance order for the workers.
Often the Bureau of Employment Security relies on the
State health Department to make inspections. Further-
more, in some Instances, it is known that state employ-
ment agencies have failed to deny recruitment facilities
to persons who do not comply with the regulations.

The effect of cancelling the work order is often a futile
gesture since the workers are already arriving into the
camp or are en route. Consee.,,ently, the enforcement
scheme poses no immediate obstacle to the operator; he
is already guaranteed having workers to harvest the cur-
rent season's crop and, at the same time, is not under
any compulsion to make the necessary corrections to
bring the camp into compliance with the minimum stand-
ards. Furthermore, by the time the revocation procedure
is completed, the season may already be completed and
the workers are on their way again; off to a new carrp.

Field observation would indicate that the enforcement
procedures available to the Bureau of Employment Se-
curity, either denial of recruitment facilities and cancel-
lation of work orders, is not an effective means for
gaining compliance. The fact is that many workers who
arrive into the camps were not recruited through the State
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employment agency; and, therefore, the federal regula-
tions do not apply. For these workers, their only recourse
is to the Michigan laws and the regulations promulgated
by the State Department of Public Health.

the provisions governing minimum housing standards
on migrant labor camps in Michigan are covered by Public
Act 289 of 1965 and by the regulations promulgated under
that act by the Department of Public Health. Public Act
289 created the Agricultural Labor Camp Unit (ULCU)
within the Division of Engineering in the Department of
Engineering in the Department of Public Health which
was given jurisdiction to issue licenses to any agricul-
tural labor camp occupied by five or more migratory work-
ers. The Commissioner of the ALCU will issue a license
to camp operators only, if after investigation and inspec-
tion, he finds that the camp conforms to the minimum
housing standards wh.ch are set forth in the regulations.

As it was pointed out earlier, federal regulations es-
tablished by the United States Department of Labor set
minimum standards. States are prevented from enacting
regulations allowing less stringent regulations than those
set by USDL only in those cases where workers are re-
c;eited for employment through the Employment Security
Commission. Otherwise, states are not required to set
any higher standards. Michigan departs very little from
the federal regulations and has adopted federal standards
almost verbatum. The inspection sheet utilized in this
study restated the Michigan regulations in the interroga-
tory and thus permitted an analysis of violations under
both Federal and State law.

The regulations themselves establish minimum stand-
ards of construction, health, sanitation, sewage, water
supply, plumbing, garbage and rubbish disposal. The
agency enforcing the Michigan housing regulations is the
ALCU. The problems this agency encounters in enforc-
ing the regulations roughly parallels those which are
faced by the Bureau of Employment Security in enforcing
the federal guidelines. One of the major problems they
face is lack of personnel. The ALCU staff consists of a
program director, six full-time regional sanitarians, and
six seasonal camp inspectors. This small staff Is unable
to effectively police the 3,100 labor camps for code vio-
lations.

Although there are provisions in the Act for suspension
or revocation of a license, the time in which it fakes to
litigate these proceedings renders them totally ineffective
vehicles for enforcement. If violations are reported to
the Commissioner of the ALCU, he must set a hearing
and give notice to the camp operator at least 10 days
prior to the date of the hearing, before any action can be
taken. If, at the hearing, it is found that the complaint
is valid, the aggrieved camp operator may appeal that
decision to the courts and thereby gain a further delay
in correcting the violations. As pointed out earlier in
this report, by the time the process reaches the final
stage, the migrant workers will have probably harvested
the crop and departed for a new camp.

This vicious circle of ineffective enforcement is also
enhanced by provisions in the Act which allow for a pro-
visional license when the agricultural labor camp does
not comply with all the provisions of the regulations. A
temporary license may be issued for up to 3 months. A
second waiver may be allowed; however, not more than
two consecutive temporary licenses may be issued. The
camp operator who receives a waiver must formally agrek,
to a definite improvement progrern to correct the deficien-
cies that exist. Usually by the time he is required to
mato the improvements, the workers have left the camp.



Who is left to complain that the operator did not make
the agreed upon changes? After the workers are gone,
the problem in enforcing both the federal and state regu-
lations pertaining to minimum housing standards !-,r mi-
grant camps in Michigan set the stage for possible code
violations. Attention of this report is now focused upon
the camps inspected to determine whether this was, in
fact, true.

Preliminary Observations on Housing Conditions in Mich-
igan Migrant Labor camps

An initial observation of the camps in Michigan con-
cerned the failure on the part of the camp operators to
properly display their licenses. Licenses must be dis-
played in a "conspicuous place" within the camp area.
Nevertheless, of the 148 caw; surveyed more than half
did not have licenses properly posted. In addition, of
those camps where the license was seen, nearly a fourth
exceeded the maximum legal occupancy permitted under
the license.

The fact that many camp operators were not complying
with the simple requirement of showing their licenses is
indicative of the widespread violations which were found
to exist in the camps. More than half of the families
could expect to find themselves in camps with debris
:bout the grounds and with bad drainage often standing
water, which, In the warm summer months, rapidly causes
an increase in the mosquito population. The camps were
generally supplied with an inadequate number of garbage
cans. Fifty-three (53%) percent of the camps in Michigan
were reported to have garbage cans not tightly covered.
The buildings, which in nearly three-fourths (75%) of the
camps surveyed are of the cabin type, were judged struc-
turally unsound or unsanitary. In nearly half (50%) of the
camps, the units had rough floors, uncleanable walls,
leaky roofs, leaky walls, wet floors, broken screens,
faulty doors and missing screens. Each of these defects
standing elone, create unsanitary conditions, when con-
sidered is conjunction with one another they aggravate
the problem enormously.

Although, admittedly, it takes a high degree of te,:ihni-
cal skill .to determine whether or not water is safe to
drink, occupants of 15% of the camps surveyed felt that
the water supply was unsafe; judgment was based on the
color and/or smell, excessive sediment, and the fact that
a large number of camp occupants had become ill after
drinking the water. In one-fifth of the camps, the wells
were located within 75.feet of the privy', a source of
possible contamination. In three-fourths of the camps,
the occupants must carry their own water. In only 18%
of MI. memos was water piped directly into the living
units.

OVer 75% of the camps surveyed had inadequately
lighted toilet facilities; one-fifth did not have a wall plug
in each room; and one did not have electricity in each of
its living units. More than one-half of all camps failed
to provide adequate yard and pathway lighting.

As the statistics readily Indicated, toilets remain one
of the greatest hazards in migrant labor camps. Mote
than 90 percent of the toilets in all camps are of the
privy type. Privies were classified as unclean and were
located too close to where food is prepared or served in
39% of the surveyed camps. Well over half of all the
privies were poorly ventilated and less than one-fourth
were fly-tight or had toilet paper and holders furnished,

In an environment that constantly exposes the workers
to dust, dirt, mud and pesticides, less than a third of the
camps surveyed provided adequate laundry facilities.
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Nearly one-third of the camps had bathing facilities which
were judged unclean and unsanitary. Another third of the
camps were without any bathing facilities whatsoever.
About one-half provided adequate space for hanging and
storing clothes.

Nearly 40% of the camps lacked any kind of heating
system. The regulations require that camps occupied
before May 31 or after September 1 be provided with heat-
ing equipment capable of maintaining.a temperature of at
least 68 degrees. The temperatures in Michigan during
the summer months often are well below this. The heat-
ing systems which were provided generally consisted of
the cooking stoves and other systems which utilized dan-
gerous or volatile fuels, contributing to the fire hazards
already In existence. The Michigan relations stipu-
lates that there be at least two means or escape in one-
story dwellings. Only 57% of the camps met this require-
ment. In addition, less than half were provided with fire
extinguishing equipment, which often was only a bucket
or hose.

Perhaps one of the most common violations documented,
although one of the most difficult to police, is that of
overcrowding. More than half of the parents with chil-
dren over six years old traveling with them are not pro-
vided sufficient privacy in the housing furnished them.
Migrant workers coming to Michigan generally travel with
their families. Recreation facilities are important for the
.afety cf the childr who often are left by themselves
i.; the camp while L.: rest of the family is in the fields.
Such facilities were absent in 37% of the camps surveyed.

One other basic findir g merits attention. In those
camps housing workers recruited through the assistance
of the Michigan Employment Security Commission, viola-
tions were found to be fewer than in those camps subject
only to the Michigan reguleiions. Fourteen camps in the
survey indicated that the workers were recruited through
the federal system. The average violations for this group
registered 13.8 per camp as compared to 15.3 per camp
for the overall survey group. This indicates that when
the camps come under the jurisdiction of the USDL regu-
lations, conditions are somewhat better.



Chapter /OE

DIARY OF A SUGAR BEET WORKER
CHAPTER XI DAIRY OF A SUGAR BEET WORKER

Following la an account of a young college student
who entered the migrant stream through the recruitment
process in Texas and worked in the sugar beet fields in
a mid-west state. The account is true and accurate,

The reader must consider that the writer is a 21 year
old male in his third year at Antioch College. Bright and
well-educated, the young man elected to enter the
"stream" to gain first-hand documentation of the reality
of migrancy facts vs. fiction and to determine if legal
or other rational remedies might exist for the migrants.

He traveled in a crew of 40 hands, plus children and
non-workers. Most were friends or relatives of the crew
chief. Travel was a private auto plus a large 1967 truck
with a bed of about 30' x 8'. The front half was loaded
with personal belongings, the back section lined with
benches which seated 15 to 20 persons. Their ages
ranged from 6 months to about 65 years. The trip took
about 44 hours. There was only one rest-stop of approxi-
mately an hour; even though the laW required vehicles
transporting migrants stop from 11.p.m. to 4 a.m.

It is interesting to note that despite the intellectual
capacity, knowledge of resources, and the certainty that
he could leave the crew whenever the situation became
unendurable, that the young man became captive of the
same fears of reprisals, and was immobilized by the con-
fusions and complexities of their situation to the extent
that he, no more than the migrants, could take positive
action to alleviate their plight.

Additionally, weekly reports discussed other grievances
encountered by the workers as indicated in the following
letter written on June 24:

"We were not told exactly how many rows to an acre
we were not told how to account for the difference in row
length when figuring acreage we were not told the
grassy section would be paid differently (and still don't
know how much) we were not instructed to work differ-
ent sections differently, but do know that more or less
work was required to clean up different sections. The
shorter rows we were required to do for nothing."

From notes written while and after it happened, I'm
going to try and reconstruct the last problems we had
with the in B , M

Background:
Our crew was supposed to work for at

$1.80 an hour doing weeding and spot-thinning behind the
new thinner. There was an unseasonable amount of rain
during our first three weeks there, and we were thus pre-
vented from working a good deal of the time. Those days
that the weather did permit us to work were spent doing
hoeing for other growers because told us that
his fields still weren't ready or that he hadn't been able
to run his new thinner through them yet. Initially, there
was a good deal of confusion about wages and how much
work there was to be done. (The crew chief had informed
the workers they would be paid $25 an acre with 10 rows
to the acre.)

On the 2,1th day of June we began work in a 200 + acre
field. We were to work under piece-rate payment system
at the "going rate" (or legal minimum) of $15.50 per acre
for the first thinning-weeding operation. We were told
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that the new thinner wouldn't work in that field due to
the corn stalks and other protruding elements in the field.
They had planned on using the machine there, and by the
time we started the field, the beets were already a little
bigger than the normal size, thus making the work a little
more difficult, a little slower. I was told by a worker and
a few others that I should do good work so that the sec-
ond weeding would be fairly light, fast work.

The owners spent $25,000 or so to buy their equipment;
thinner, weeder, etc. Through their own arrangements,
or through the company, they also worked the rig in the
fields of various other growers in the area. One of these
growers had promised his crew of migrants that he would
give them 200 acres of beets to work and that he would
be using the machinery in other acreages. The crew knew
and agreed to this before coming north and had made all
plans in accord with it and the grower has kept his
promise.

Sentiment is not so much against the machine or the
process cf mechanization; It is directed against the in-
considerate manner in which the transaction is made; the
degradation which the migrants are subjected to by the
grower. The obvious fact that you are being used to
someone else's advantage is a characteristic of the mi-
gra- I life. But when this fact is not even dimmed nor
made less obvious by medium fair salaries, professed
grower concern, etc., it is impossible to view the situa-
tion without some bitterness.

During the period of time we spent working that field,
we lost almost eight days due to rain and wet ground.
The grower's policy is not to let his beets be worked
when the ground is the least bit wet; other growers in the
area leave the decision up to the workers. All the rain
added considerably to the size of the beets making the
job just a little harder, though certainly not exceptionally
so.

During the first hoeing, most of the workers pushed
themselves as much as they could endure, though still
trying to do very clean workincluding scraping the bare
spots in the rows so that weeds won't appear there later.
Doing work this way requires considerable more time and
effort and is performed in this manner almost exclusively
for the purpose of facilitating the second weeding.

"La limpia" or the second weeding is held to be the
work which yields more favorable to the migrant. This is
the operation which makes his time and sweat in the first
hoeing worthwhile.

During our first hoeing in this field, several of us
wanted to make sure that we were going to do the second
hoeing there also. M remembered explicity ask-
ing A , the crew leader, three times. Each time
he was answered with a "tiene que darnosla" he has
to give it to us. His affirmative answer assuaged the
doubts, and work continued.

Over a week passed after the completion of the field
without the second weeding being mentioned. We werL.
supposed to leave in four or five days, and several pe
ple were concerned about winding up, taking care of all
our remaining obligations, etc. One of these remaining
was the second weeding, which we estimated would take
two to three days to finish.



On Friday, June 18, six of us solos were wonting in
that Held cleaning up the small section where the ma-
chine was tested out and failed to perform well. We were
all working pretty close together, discussing our various
fields. I asked M if the grower was still going
to give us the second weeding there. A 's answer
to that question was discussed and some doubt over its
meaningfulness was expressed. A short time later,
E , the brains and force of the two grower broth-
ers, stopped by to see if we had found the rows alright
and to bring us some water, He told us to take six rows
at a time to finish off the section in one "whack". Be-
fore he left, I was asked to ask him about the second
weeding. When faced with the question, he began to hem
and haw in his accustomed manner for fact, an unpleas-
ant situation. He hedged for awhile, tna finally said
"no", and that he didn't intend for a second weeding in
that field, esp .cially at that time. With that, he mounted
his tractor and drove off; his back being stared at bale-
fully. There soon erupted a conversation which literally
smouldered with the righteous anger which each of us
felt. We discussed how things had been going in the
state, how we had worked very hard in this field, and
how this was the only field remaining in which the crew
could earn some money. The possibility of bringing up
the issue with A , the crew cilief, cropped up and
was quickly, sardonically discarded. Then he and his
manner of arranging things (or rather not arranging any-
thing) received the brunt of the hostility and criticism
for a few minutes. The discontent, anger, and dissatis-
faction that we felt was certainly not al/eyed any by the
work we were doing. Each of the six rows that each
person was working was very heavy with weeds, making
for slow, hard work no difference in what we would
earn because we were working by the hour, but there still
was dissatisfaction with the grower telling us to take the
six at once instead of the normal two rows when there
are many weeds.

We continued working, still discussing the issue. Al-
though dissatisfaction, resentment, and anger were being
voiced, there was little thought as to what action could
be taken, how the situation might be resolved.

We returnee to the camp about six p.m. 'nd indirectly
heard that E had complained to A , the
crew chief, that we had been sla ,sing off that afternoon.
This greatly increased the workers' hard feelings toward
him because it struck at a basic fabric the worker's
pride in his labor. This is extremely strong among the
Mexican-American migrants, In the evening we gathered
together (the five singles plus R. V _ (for-
tyish, married) and rehashed the whole issue. Special
emphasis was placed on how the situation developed
largely due to the incapable handling of the contracting
by A i.e., he received neither a written nor a
verbal promise from the grower that he would give us the
second weeding. He just assumed, implicitly, that the
normal procedure would be followed and answered our
later questions on that basis.

During the conversation, feelings became stronger,
better expressed, more self-righteous, and still with
no conc,ete alternatives considered.

The following day, Saturday, June 19, the entire crew
went to work a field in a nearby town. There the solos
lagged considerably behind the rest of the crew who were
working fast; their laughter and songs could not be a-
voided. But neither a smile, nor laugh, nor idle gossip-
ing could be heard among those few behind just the
sharp sounds of cursing and arguing, and the pregnant
silences between them. At one point we discussed the
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rate of speed at which people were working (led by
A ) The solos were determined to work slowly,
take an excessive amount of time to do a given amount
of work. One worker said it like this "Damn the grower

let him come and find us, his best workers, behind
everybody else. Then he'll have grounds for a com-
plaint,"

At one point, several of the girls who were ahead of
the rest left their rows to help the laggards. This was
resented by those behind, and when the two groups met
the girls were told that "we don't need any help; we
could be out front if we wanted to. Go back to your rows
and work real hard for our lousy boss," They attempted
to recognize the good intentions of the girls, but this
along with a thousand other things was lost in the tremen-
dous communication gap. Division, resentment, anger,
misunderstanding were the order of the day, among the
workers themselves.

Shortly after the encounter with the "helpers," those
behind picked up a little speed and drew closer to the
main body of workers. The solos ourselves began to
separate also e.g., M , feeling much more angry
and resentful than J M , consequently
worked slower. This division or estrangement or separa-
tion of workers was felt strongly by a few who were liter-
ally wracked with anguish at the situation. The problem
was not analyzed or subjected to or seen within any
logical framework. It was not seen as a problem to be
resolved resulting In one, two, and three, but rather was
Just plain and simply felt. And it hurt.

As the morning wore on, interchanges among the solos,
as well as between them and the others, grew very in-
frequent. When they occurred they were usually tense,
bitter, non-understanding. Feelings were becoming more
internalized (possibly felt more strongly?)but they were
still very visible in the faces, faces occasionally lifted
to look down long rows of weed-lined beets, faces which
in the same moment reflected something entirely different.

In the early afternoon, H , brother of E,
and one of the growers, arrived nd announced that he
was walking around checking over the rows, far behind
us work we'd completed in the morning. At that time,
I was working with two or three solos and a couple of
girls somewhat behind the others. Upon his arrival, the
girls sped up and urged us to do the same which, of
course, given the situation, produced a slowdown in our
pace. The girls out of earshot, the grower was subjected
to a good round of hostile cursing. We discussed whether
or not we should take our complaints to him and it was
decided that it would be better to talk with
who had made the complaint against us and, also, had
told us about the second weeding deal. E , rather
than H , "wears the pants" or the brains" of
the two.

When H passed by us at a relatively safe dis-
tance of ten yards, I asked him if E would be
home in the evening. He said yes, and wanted to know
why we asked. The solos said to tell him that we wanted
to discuss a few things with him. Apparently H
thought that he was being evaded and persisted in his
questions. We then told him about E _ 's complaint
and our feelings about it. hemmed and hawed
a bit, and explained away the complaint as not very im-
portant, probably arising out of a slight misunderstanding
or bad judgement on his brothel's part. He agreed
we should discuss the problem with E if we M'
wanted to. H then began to wax eloquent on their
labor-management philosophy which amounted to this:
When any worker employed by the Brothers wassdissatis-
fied with any aspect of this total working situation, or



felt that there were problems to be resolved, then he
should immediately go to one or both of the brothers to
talk things over rather than letting the problem build up
and causing more dissatisfaction or resentment. H
said this was their policy with all employees: tractor
drivers, mechanics, or field labor. Running out of steam,
H 'a lecture fizzled out and apparently had no
effect on the hard reality faced by the workers. H
seemed to have been cheered a little bit by his eloquence,
and asked if there was anything else we'd like to bring
up. The fellows said "yes." I asked, "why aren't you
going to give us the second hoeing on our piece-rate
field?" No sooner were the words out of my mouth than
a very uncomfortable look appeared on H 's face,
and he began to walk away, saying that "hum-hum, we
have to talk that over; why don't you pas... by the house
in the evening?" He said he'd see us later, and walked
away too rapidly. A man marked by uncertainty by
fear,

Thirty or forty yards down the field, H stopped
to talk with The derision and con-
tempt for H gave voice to a few shouts to the
effect that he shouldn't talk with women about men's
business. He quickly moved on, got in his truck and
drove off. Anger, frustration, derision, contempt rose to
surface among solos. There was slight communication
with a few of the others, just briefly relating what H
had to say, and sarcastically describing how he ran off
scratching his head when confronted with the big problem.

We finished the rows we were in and a section of short
rows, then started back on some long rows at the side of
a grove. There we were out of sight of the short section
just completed. M H was somewhat be-
hind the others and stopped to look around. When he did
so he caught sight of H 's truck on the far side
of the short section. He traced his steps back a little
and saw H talking with the crew chief. He knew
well enough what the discussion would be centered on
and was furious. He called me back and we stood, re-
moved, watching them for a minute. Then M
yelled across the field to the crew chief that H
had told us that we would work now and discuss later
if so, then what the hell were they doing. On hearing the
shout, both of their heads jerked up. H glanced
over at us and almost immediately began walking to his
pick-up. M felt that we should go over and crack
both their heads a good chop wjth our hoes.

M and I picked up our rows and continued work-
ing, talking, angrily discussing that which had just tran-
spired. After we stopped talking, M fell quite a
bit behind. One of the girls with whom he had been
spending some time, finished her row and helped M
with his. When they met, there was a short exchange be-
tween them which seemed to hurt them both in which
M told her that he'd prefer that she not help him.
That day's weedy rows didn't have the determining voice
in whether a person lagged far behind rather the deter-
mining factor was mental anguish and the degree to which
it was felt.

About one and one-half to two hours later, M
asked if I wantel to leave, that he was going back to the
camp. Listening to the tone of his voice and looking at
his face, I judged that it would be no escape from what
he was feeling and would prefer to coc "nue working than
sitting around in that state of mind. I just answered no
with a shake of the head and we all continued working
until we all finished for the day, about 6:00 p.m. very
little talking.

In the evening we discussed the situation in the trailer.
Present were the five solos, R V , and
three or four other boys. Feelings and discussion were
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strong, forceful. General feeling of the guys that evening
disgust, helplessness, separation, despair, and some

anger. I knew that we had to confront the grower some-
time and asked M later In the evening if he wanted
to go and received the expected answer "If you want,
let's go." otter to wait, it seemed to me.

Sunday, July 20th, dawned fairly clearly and the mental
horizons began to clear somewhat also. The crew wasn't
going to work Sunday. There was leas despair, but spir-
its were still pretty low. After washing and waxing the
car, there was nothing to do. In the early afternoon we
borrowed some money from R V so that
we could go "out." We drove to the lakes and spent the
afternoon watching the swimmers and skiers there.
E , the grower, was there and approached us as
we walked by. He began talking about the weather, chat-
ting, clearing his throat a lot. He was met with a few
very hollow answers and soon turned to return to his
charcoal broiler. Walking away, there was a good round
of cussing and sarcasm directed towards his generous
"non-offer" that we join him to have a bite to eat. We
saw his boat trailer and 1969 Buick as we left, and half
joked that if he gave us a ride in his motor-boat, we'd
forget about the second hoe problem. I mentioned that
he ought to be back around dark and that we might go
talk with him met with very strong, "si, vamonos!"

Sunday evening about 9:00 or 9:30, we drove over to
E 's house we being M and J
H , J V
A V and the crew chief, A
T (almost forced to accompany us) and myself.

I explained to the guys before we went that I should
mainly translate because if I acted as actual spokesman,
the whole issue would be dismissed by the grower as
only the problem of a student, a "beard," a rabble-
rouser, rather than as a problem felt by the actual workers.

E answered our knock and greeted its, saying
that he was watching the T.V. coverage of the astronauts
who were, at that moment, bouncing around on the Moon,
shining brightly above our heads. He begrudgingly tore
himself away from the set and came outside to talk with
us. I briefly explained that we'd come to discuss some
problems at his brother's invitation, saying that we were
told by H that the brothers wanted to disscUts all
probleths with their workers,

To this, E replied by nervously clearing his
throat several times, and asked, "Where's A
(crew chief)? Didn't he come?" A raised his
head a little, and replied that he was present, which
information was met by an embarrassed laugh -snort from
the grower who hadn't noticed. He was worried that his
"yes man," our crew chief, wasn't there to agree with
everything he said.

I translated as the guys, principally M , brought
up the complaint E had made about our work, and
their feelings about it. It was immediately evident that
E was going to back off on this issue. He was
surprised that we had taken it that way, and claimed that
it was only a suggestion that maybe we were slacking
off a little bit. He was quick to agree that We workers
shouldn't have to kill themselves, but added that he was
afraid that the fastest workers had slowed down to the
pace of the slowest. He named me and asked if I might
be slowing down the cthers. This was met by a definite
"no" by M and the others without realizing the
implications which I explained earlier. J
said that "if he doesn't want to pay us for those hours,
tell him to forget it." E weasled a bit more,(
cleared his throat some, and said that we were all good
workers, that he didn't mean to offend anyone. What
sincerity!!! It was priceless, in that it didn't cost him
one red cent!

During a pregnant silence following this drawn-out



During a pregnant silence following this drawn-out
terchange, E glanced longingly at his closed screen
or, swatted a few mosquitoes, and made a few tenta-
'e "termination of conversation" gestures.

We resumed by asking again if he was going to let
do the second hoe in the contract field. We explained

at the first hoe had been done under the assumption
at we'd be given the second. Also, M added that
'd asked the crew chief about that at least three dif-
rent times and that each time he was told "tiene que"
he has to. We wouldn't have taken so much time clean-
g bare spots in the rows, etc., if he weren't going to
the follow-up. E disagreed with this, saying that

that had happened then M wouldn't be working
r him very long, E felt that work is done for the
iployer according to his (employer's) specifications,
d that if an agreement cannot be reached then the
rker should go elsewhere. This attitude may be correct
d just, superficiallya very definite implication was
at the dissatisfied worker would move on and be quick-
replaced by another worker who would agree to con-

:ions and quite often never complain about them. Of
urse, this is one of the most basic socio-economic
oblems of the unorganized migrant farm force. There
ways seems to be someone a little hungrier, a little
is concerned about getting a fair deal, a person willing
sell his sweat and his backache for a few cents less.

Another point should be raised: The grower referred
an "agreement" being reached. In this case, it's fairly
vious that there was no "agreement" or even under-
Hiding or communication as to what was required, as
what was expected. Apart from this situationis the

greement" to be between the worker and the grower
through the crew leader? Usually it is through the

aw leader who is interested, naturally, in looking out
r himself. He might be wise, just, fair, etc., and try to
tain a good "deal" for his people; even trying, he
ght be really ignorant of what twentieth century
nericans receive for their work and accept much less.
ten times he might be good-intentioned and merely in-
mpetent as far as negotiating working contracts, thus
t obtaining what he could for his crew. And there are
my crew chiefs, of course, who just don't recognize
at getting a good deal for their workers is in their
ror (and many times it's not!) or crew chiefs who
ow that the majority of their workers would rather
eke a bad deal than fight to improve, so why should
ay bother.

El argued :hat the field was very clean and that
s was a result of this good field management and a
mit of a good job by the workers in the first hoeing.
told us that he did not want a second weeding done
allpiece rate nor by hoursbecause the field was

;t too clean. He informed us that if we wanted to stay
til mid-August, he could let us have the second hoe
piece rate. At the time, of coursr, he knew full well

it we were already committed to leave to pick pickles
Michigan at the end of July. This argument of "clean
idno second hoe" is not a rare misfortune for sugar
;t workers. Many workers consider the w ages for
nning and those for weeding toget'aer: $15 51: plus
).00. Usually the second hoeing is done over Ire entire
.eage in the last three or four days whereas the first

would take five or six weeks. Prohibiting the worker
,m the second hoeing would cut off 40 % of his earn-
A, but normally less than 10% of the total working
le would be the equivalent (rather not equivalent, but
'responding) reduction.
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E-- (grower) next told us that we earned very good
money on the first hoeing and that as far he he could
see we had no claim to a second-hoe piece rate on
grounds of "balancing" the wages of the first job. He
said, as a generality, that we were making $30.00 or
two-acres per day. This was false and was negated by
the workers. Only two days of the approximately four-
teen days in this field did several of the younger men
do the claimed two acres per day. When they did, it was
a very long and very killing day for them too. But, as
I say, these few men on these few days were the excep-
tion, not the rule and would not have been able to do
even half of that work if one of the growers had been
prowling around looking for weeds and counting the
number of plants per hoe-length.

E then followed by saying frankly that he never
:iromised us the second weeding and that we never asked.
Never asked HIM is right; but his agent, the crew
leader, was asked several times! Apparently, he wasn't
too comfortable with this statement and quickly, vainly
reached for another support for his position. He called
the present season a "whole new ball game" because
of his new electronic eye beet thinner. By doing this he
attempted to disprove the worker's claim of "tradition-
ally" doing the second weeding by piece rate on the
same acreage where the first operation was performed
by piece rate. He cited his letter to the crew leader who
wasn't able to come to beets this year, but sent his family
and crew under his young brother-in-law which stated
that the brothers had bought the thinner and planned
for the labor to work in conjunction with the machine at
an hourly rate of pay. Fine. It does appear to be a new
ball game, thus invalidating the "traditional". But for
the fact that the field under question could not be worked
by the new machine, thus throwing it back to the same,
customary, dual hand operation!

Also, apparently to break the workers' "traditional"
claim, he recalled an example of three years past when
the second weeding was done by hours in one field al-
though it was a piece-rate thinning operation. He didn't
go into the details very explicitly. From the workers
who were there, I learned that it was an extremely
dirty, weedy field at the time of the second hoe because
an excessive amount of rain had fallen over a several
week period after the thinning operation had been com-
pleted. Under these conditions the second operation
would have required at least as much work, if not more,
than the first hoeing. For this reason, the crew chief
arranged for the crew to work by the hour. This case
is the only exception that E brought up.

With this, an already positioned impasse was reached.
There was a strong feeling of tension hanging like a
thick fog all around the small group standing there in
the dark. E made some nervous throat noises,
nervously swatted at mosquitoes and finally broke the
silence. Ill. then made a few friendly gestures, hoped
there were no hard feelings and proffered his hand to
M, who had done a good part of the speaking. M
stood with his arms crossed, looking grimly to one side,
clearly displeased, disgusted with the shabby offer of
"friendship" which the grower was presenting to him.
The painted smile faded quickly from E--- face, bi(t
the hand did not drop. Mglanced at it, and grasped"
it looking down at the ground.

I looked up at the moon, half- hidden behind some
fleecy clouds and thought about the two men walking
on the moon at that moment. And I thought about what



had just transpired between men on a sugarbeet farm,
and I wanted not to believe the incongruousness of the
two. But I had to, as do you, because it was, and is,
our American reality.
Epilogue

On reaching our labor camp several minutes later,
there was a short rehash of what had gone on between
ourselves and the growers. Disgust of E--and his
half -Pea was evidenced with a resigned feeling of having
"lost".

At one point in the discussion the two youngest mem-
bers of the group (fourteen and sixteen years old)
showed their complete ignorance, and lack of under-
standing of the problem. One spoke up saying that we
"shouldn't expect something for nothing" and the other
agreed with him. This was no surprise for the rest,
coming from these two, and they were vehemetly told
they didn't know what they were talking about and that
it'd be wise for them to keep their mouths shut. Sad
evidence of the fact that among the very workers them-
selves there are a few with no conscience, no sense of
justice and injustice who jeer and scorn those who do
realize, and even though weakly, try to correct the bad
situations.

Monday, the following day, the entire crew returned
to the field nearby where we had worked Saturday. We
finished up in the afternoon around 5:30 p.m.

Tuesday morning we glimpsed E at the camp who
talked briefly with J, came over to the cabin where
the five singles live and told us that we, and a recently
arrived family, were to go hoe soy beans at a nearby
farm. The farmer had asked E-- to send some labor
over to help out when he could. J told us the pay
rate and how to get there and we said okay. As she
walked away, I called to her to ask where the rest of
the people were going to work. She kept walking.

Several minutes later we drove in M car, accom-
panied by the family's pick-up, to the bean field. I told
the other guys that we could talk with the man in the
employment office about our problem with E and
the large field and that he might be able to help out.J, M and I got back into the car to do that and
also, to, check the number of rows M and his
brothers had done in the first section of the large field
because there was a discrepancy between his number
and that which J had recorded. We drove to the
large field and quickly found out where the rest of the
crew went to work ! Two Jays after E told us there
would not be a second weeding by piece-rate nor by
hours, he sent the crew down to work the same field
by hours. And we also knew exactly why E specified
that the five solos go work a couple miles away in an-
other farmer's soybeans. He knew very well that we'd
never enter that field to work by the hour because it
was a crooked deal against the people. We weren't
told where the other people would be working because
he feared that we might convince them not to do it
either. So we were cleverly placed in the dark, thus
nicely preventing any action which might have been
taken on our part.

We quickly resolved the discrepancy on M total
and were watched closely by the rest of the crew as we
counted off and established the position of his section.
There was some bitter shouting back and forth over
the work they were doing and why it shouldn't be done.
Several answered: "We're being paid the same as yester-
day where you worked!" The majority, thnugh, seemed
to be working with heads somewhat shamefully lowered.
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Feeling our anguish, anger, and separation bear down
on us, we quickly drove off. We headed for the town,
several miles away, to talk with the employment official.
Some of the problems concerned with this are:

(1) neither J nor M speaks more than a
few words of English and would never have been
able to explain the problem without a translator.

(2) their feeling was that since the other people
would continue to work and not complain, our
effort and voice would not count.

(3) inexperience in dealing with official or govern-
ment agencies and the resulting fear and un-
certainty on their part.

(4) never having been helped by the "Law" or the
government before, and knowing it only through,
and as, traffic laws, police, and taxes, they would
not have thought of seeking help and doubted
they would be helped anyway.

(5) a culturally-based pride in self-dependence and a
similar semi-taboo against seeking ''outside" help
for what are considered to be personal problems
is another deterrent to what would be considered
by most other American citizens to be a normal
recourse if faced with such a problem.

In addition to the above listed problems is the simple
but vital one of where to go to find the person or
agency. In town I did not know where the employment
office was located and we just looked for a sign. When
M saw a sign saying "Employment Office" on aplant building he turned in there. He, for lack of
knowledge, thought any employment office could help
us or would listen to the problem. I inquired of a lady in-
side where we could find the State Office, and she di-
rected us to a small hotel in town. There we found an
elderly lady behind the desk sorting mail. Upon inquiry
she replied that she was the local clerk of the State
Office. I explained briefly that we wished to speak with
someone about a labor problem on a nearby farm where-
upon she took out her Employment Office folder to try
and find when the field representative was scheduled
to visit the area. Not finding that, I asked the localon
and phone number of the main office in that area. This
was located about thirty-five miles away. I talked with
M and J to see if they were willing to drive
over. M-- and I dropped J off a,. the soybean
field and drove to the office to talk with the director,
a Mr. T. He listened quite amiably as we briefly
described the situation. He told us that he could not do
anything to help us and suggested that I call im-
mediately the American Crystal Sugar Company field
man in our area. Mr. T gave me the man's name and
phone number and offered his phone so that I get in
touch right away. The field man, was not home so I
outlined the situation for his wife who promised that
her husband would stop by at seven that evening.

M felt discouraged at this point, even more so
than earlier, but still held more hope than I that the
field man would correct the problem or at least talk
with the grower about resolving the dispute. We talked
some about the field man's job, his duties, etc., and
considered the fabt that the brothers grow quite a large
amount of sugar beets and are better "farm manager "with resultant better beet cropsthan any of t
other growers we worked for briefly in that area. For
these reasons, I felt pessimistic about our chances of
actually achieving a resolution of this unfair stand onthe part of the grower.



In the evening we were told that the fieldman had
arrived while M and I were in town, had left, and
then came back around twenty minutes later, after we'd
arrived. The field man and I, surrounded by five to
six of the workers, had a long conversation about the
problem. From the beginning it was made clear that the
fieldman either could not or would not take the initiative
to attempt to correct the situation. The American Crystal
Sugar field man impressed me as being intelligent and
sincere and a very good analyst of beet-related migrant
problems. He explained the rationale for many migrant
problems and for our own in particular. Due to his
allegiance to his employer, American Crystal Sugar
Company, it seems he was unable to use his rational
explanations and analyses as a basis for a moral, ethical
judgment. Rationally, man's exploitation of weaker men
may be explained into eternity with every point having
its counterpoint. But morally this exploitation can and
must be condemned and corrected without fail if we are
to live our American Ideals of truth, liberty, and
justice.
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Approximately three days later we received our checks
from the grower brothers for work we had done. Open
anger and hostility were not evidenced in our brief con-
tact with him as we signed papers and figured the
accounts. The solos only felt pity, digest, and resent-
ment towards him for what he had done, for what he
had caused us to go through. Although the grower
usually tries to make sure at the end of the season that
his best workers will return the next year, he had enough
sense not to mention it to us. He would've been laughed
at and jeered.

J informed me about a month later that her father
had received a letter from the brothers thanking him
very much for sending his family and crew to their beets.
It said that the work done, as always, was excellent and
that the season had gone very well, with no problems
at all.

J and I smiled sadly at each other. Esto es in-
creible
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